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%1, 'Ceritrillization has ecome.not only a, key variable in social science

analySis, bUt alsto an important subject of political conOroversy.- Regardless

of the research paradigm anld irrespective of the social science discipline,

centralization has'become the focus of much attention. In political debate,

the amount of:centralization-whether at the local or the national level--is

',ten years,/there has been much controversy in Nigeria and the Soviet Union,

as well is in coun tries in othe parts of Africa and Aiia concerning the

ipCreas ugly at stage center. In Great Britain, the debate over deVolution

his revolved around the question of ,kow much to decentralize the governing of
- ,

Scotland. The Bretons'in France, the Basques in Spain, the french speaking

population in Canada art dema ding greater autonomy, or. More political

decentralization of their res ecriveyoliticalSysteMs. During the past

politiCal SysteWs level of cen ralization; indicating that the, lssue of

. t

ceptraliZation' hs. not a#1,m1trer of concern only to western societies. Nor

irk the subje Orof centralilation a.teMpOraily defineci,probleak. The d6aie
. .

rvercentralizatiOn haa,been aCt tical one in American history. , ranging from

the debates'eftheConstitutional ConVention ir(1787, through the civil..war

and ReconstructionlinriodieCent iisues"invOlVi.ng'ciVil rights and revenue

. , Sharing.

Lre is nO consensus among scholars, however, concerning either the

4
meaning or the concept centralization Or how to measure it. Therefore,

cumulativesncial scienee Icad*Xedge about centralization'has,been slow to

.)emerge, eve n though it ia critical concept which social scientists confront

most'every day. Responding to this situation, this paper attempts several

things. In the first section, it briefly surveys a few uses o/ the-concept

in various social science disciplines. In the next, it offersl definition
.

$ .
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:of the 6i1c0OP ind:proioses a Scheme fOr its operationaiikation. :Andin ]
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the third section; it. demOnstratea how centralization may be,operationaliZedl
.

, : ,

bY l'OcusiniOn--SOMe depth on two policy areas over time and .in o.'cOuntkieS:\

\

he lthand education policies in the United States and Great Brita We

sume that the same method of operatio alization could be used for of er:

p licy areas--g', ttansportation, housing, etc :, 'or in other oountrie

y focusing on two policy areas within the same country, we demonstrate that

t is somewhat erroneous to speak of country A or B as being centralized.

Within a particular country`; some policy pectors may be quite centralized and

others docentralized:

SOME PREVIOUS DIS,CUSSIONS'OF CEHTRALIZATION

Centralization,is a critical concept,for social scientists, regardless of,

the unit of analysis. For example, scholars focus -on centralizatiOn when

analyzing total Societies or total political systems. ,d0thers concentrate on

centralization when studying parts of political systems: political parties,

delivery systems for health, education; transportation, etc, Others study

centralization when analyzing such complex organizations such as a Corporations

a university', an army, a prison.
t..77

Among social .dtientiats, sociologists have,made the most use of the

concept centralization when studying total societies (Hage, 1972): Fot
p . ;

example, Marx and Weber; while holding to contrasting views of-society, were

very much concerned about the increasing tendency for industrialized societies

to become centralized hierarchical (Marx, 1967; Weber, 1958; ZeitZ, 1976).
,

True, both Marx and Wkber focused much attention on the rigidity and oppression

I

of centralized organizations but a critical' concern was how 'these organizations

cause societies to03ecome more centralized. More recently, 'the French



st,MiChaol,CraZier (i9610iwe has alio foddted SiaiSkeititl another .1

ve, on the!6latIonshipbetween-,thistrn4orn.bi organizations

evel otcentral at 0 f a

mover than

of centrali.\ iionOf,
I

tOtal,

totaft: society: '

1

locialagiats have tended to fotus on
;.?

political: syStes14..-:For example,, Samuel

. HUntilngion (1968):in ati exremellyperceptive essay, explains historically

why the American political system:has-been, much more dencentralized than

.those of Western and Northern Europe: 14i.iphart (1968) and Stein 14Acksn (1970)

are other political sdiepiists who have attempted to eXplain, 'at a,theoretical.

level and with empirical analysis, why certain western. Political systems vary.'

, ,

in their leveleof centralization.

Economists"have also fotused their attention on the. level of centralization,

of totil political systeins. For example.,PeacOck and Wiseman (1961) 41hAve

\ictbdel demonstrating how increates'in the level of economic deirelopmentcaUse
J

politicaLsystems-to'become more. centralized. Meantime, their views have

1

stimulated other economists to focu* On therelationShip between changet in

e

the economy and changes in levels of political:. centralization (Pryor, 1968)

Most of the scholarly discussion of dentrdlization, however, has focused

at. level less grandiose than total societies or political syttems, though'
-4

the'a lysis, often has had implications for the leve fldentralization for

the enti e society. For example, chels (1962) and Ostrogorski (1964) were'

political Aalysts In the earl twentieth century who echoed the concerns of

Marx and Webeli about cen zation, by facusingbn political parties an

bu cracies.. I ke Weber, they were somewhat reluttantly reconciled to the

ergence of central zed bureaucratic structures at the expense of decentralized

'and democratic institut ons.

(

;,



During t!lepastfOrty years, there have -been a n ber ofychallenges by

*aeriean achOlarito the Marx rWeber'-Michele4 etc. ument that western
, .

; ,," .;

yee4eties are be:coining more centralized. Focuaing oh business firms, Adolf

Berle and Gardiner Means (x1933) 'in, the 1930's arg6e'd that the power in large

"'eorporationswap no longer being concentrated inthe hands of the owners but

wae:being:Passed to the control of:d.manageriai. class.

Meantime, 94andler.(196), in a number Of retrospective studies, "has
0 .

-

argued that thp:Jargest:and most diverse business corporations had begun te.

adopt decentralized structures'by the 1920'a and that only those multi- product

firms that adopted the:;decentralized structures were suCceisful in continuing

tcLigiow: more recent date, Galbraith (1967) has argued that the lontrol
7 .

of large buainesalfirMs has,decentralized,inio"the'hands of the .techn rats. °

'NumerOus scholars,have focused On decentralization In other kind of'

Orgenizations.,°Fer example, 'many studies have. demonstrated that increasing

professionalization has led: to decentralization in complex orgaaizatiols

and peott, 19620ilensky and Lebeaux, 1958; Zeitz, 1978; Hall; 1968)...: Elsewfiere,

:

scholars, in a variety-Of disciplines, have focused-on the leVel of centraliiition

. .

in various typed of delivery systems (d.g. hearth, edu'eation, etc.).' AlfoWs
.

.0,
, ,,

. .
. le

..,

(1972) study of theAmericanhealth delivery system,,ptevens' (1966) analysis

.
of:the British NationalyHealth Hervice,-.Freidman'a:(t968) work oa housing are

, - . 0

example's of scholarship.whidh argue t'kcentralizatiOn:is a critir Variable

. -
shaping the delivery of the se ices which they are anaryzing._

-0 - .
.- 4

The Determinants,ana =Consequences of Centralization . .,

,:.- V. ' -o. V
/-' i . *5

4.,

The ._scholarly literature haa not been very successful in explaining Why .

different\vpes:of actfVities-or institutions are centralized., Focusing at
of .

.-
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L
'iiii nt_06n-state level, Peacock and Wiseman (1961).,expiaihed centralization .

4 '
in terms of taxation and expenditures. They argued that during periOds of

.

crisis - -e.g. depressions and/or waisgovernMents increase their spendingSt.

the central level, thus becominvmore centralized.,;- Integrating the crisis

dimension'Oith the Work of Adolph Wagner, the Austrian economist, (1893) they

5

argued that centralilation increases with the leVel Of7econoMid develcipment

This perspective, while valid for Great Britaiw,does not holkup very well

when tested. with many nation-States,;howevet (Pryor, 1968)..

Also focusing at the nation-state level,:other scholars haVe argued that

the more fragmented the society"linguisti4a1W, religiously, ankethnicaliy,

the greater the decentralizatiOn(Rokkan!,' 1970; LiSpharti 1968; Wilensky,

1975). But these views have'been tested with very few cases: and for relatively

few time points. And-this as well as our other theoretical literature leave

as without very much understanding concerning the historical pioCeas of '

-centralization-decentralization among nation states.

Similarly, the variables which shape the level of centralization ¶mong

complex organiiations are unclear. A numbe'r of schola'rs have argue&that

increying size, complexity, and professionalization lead to structural
5

decentralipation in complex organizations (Blau and Schoenherr, 1970;.Chandler,
.!:

'1966; Zeitz, 1972)'. Unless structural decentralization occurs, the literature

suggests that it becomes impossible for higher level manage to maintain

direct supervision over lower levels of an organization after it reaches

certain level of size,,complaxity, and/or professionalization.

, It is the consequendes of centralization that has attracted much

attention, not only in,political debatesibut alA in the scholarly titeraturei

Political activitists and-scholars haVe lcing:argUed that decentralization

t



permits greater pArticipation, regardless of whether the unit Of-analySls

total.societies (Marx, 1967), political systems (Hamilton;" et..al., 19610
^

politiCal parties .(Michela, 1962), or complex organizations (Rage, 1965).

Meantime the scholarly literature argues that the centralization

dimension Very much shapes a ndmbar of performance measures: levels of

. .

efficiency, r)ites of innovativeness, the degree ofequality,(Hage and,

.N- Hollingsworth, 1977). Howerri.the hypothesize.relationshiR'between the

level of efficiency and. performance varies somewhat depending on the unit of

46nalyrsis and the kind of activity being analyzed.. For example, Adam'Smith;'

the "father of modern-capitalism" argued more than two hundred years ago
,

that the most efficient economic system is'a highly decentralized, competitive

one in which iarge numbers of conSumers transmit their tastes to numerous

prOducers who respondcly producing/goods and.services at coMpetitive prices

(Smith, 1960). In other words, efficiency is maximized when',.there are perfect

markets,.and those markets are hypothesized to/exist in a:decentralized

economy. On the other hand, Hollingsworth, et al. (1978) have argued at

the markets rcertain types of goods are imperfect andlthat efficiency is

maximized o ly with a, igh.degree.of centralization. Medical care is such

an area, and a highlycentralized system tends to maximize the level of

efficiency of the health delivery sygtem.

Students of complex organizations have also argued that centralized

power leads to efficiency; once there are controls for:the level of complexity

.!

and task difficulty (Zeitz, 1972; Perrow, 1972; W ber,'1958, Rage, 1965).'

However, this literature generally fails to specify how much centralization

',

1

is necessary achieve efficiency. Presumably, Some'types of organizations,

require more centralization than others in order to attain the same level of

efficienty, even aft r there are controls for levels.of complexity and task

difficulty.

Th
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Whether the unit oUanalysis is a t tal delivery system or compl,ex
, : '

organizations, there are raiMerous,studies which establish meaningful links

,/
between centralliation, and another performance area, the rate with' whic h

innovations occur. One-proposition which'is tluiee well established ih the

literature states that the mote. centralized an organization of a delivety

systems, the slower it will be:to:adopt innovation (Rage and. Aiken, 1971),,

but a centralized system,'Once it .commits itself:,to:a partiCUlarinnovaiOn-

'will implement it more quickly%ihan a decentralized system (Wilson, 1966;-

Zaltman,-4.11.;,1973; Hollingsworth, ett Ai..., 1978). While this literature ,

focuses; on the speed with which' innovations are adopted or implemented,

another body of literature concentrates on the relktkoilihip betweecentraliz-.

ation and the likelihood that discoveries:or £wentions will occur. Ben-David
.

demonstrated that%.the'more decentralized the research(1971), for example, has

facilities, the:greater the frequencyWitb>which scientifi discoVerievccurred

in a"pjalwestern countries.

The problem of establishing linkages between centrilization.and equality

has been diffiCult, for.the study. otequality.is Aiffic lt

may measure equality across social classes, or in spatial'
9

regions. IrrespectiVe of the approach, however, one must

is dealing with the equality of-access to resources (i.e.

to measure. One

terms-- i.e. .across

decide whether one

health facilities;

schools, etc.) or to the equality of outcomes (iXe. levels of health, levels

of education). There has been a substantial amount of literature can the

relationship between centralization and equality for various.types of large.

scale delivery systems (i.e. at the nation state level). And the findings

suggest that centralization-is more positively associated with the eqtylity

of access than with the.equality of outcomes--whether measured by social

class, groups, or spatially.



w .

Whether the literature focuses on the centralizaLiutt u4 societies,

political systems, whether,one's pirfOrmance measure is efiiciency,
. ,

inndvativenessequality,fror some other, 'the results Of scholarly studies o

centralization thus far have been. qiiite inconclusive; for the literature

ploys mult -iple definitions'o:centraiiiation. Moreover,studi-eS!Uhich 1

attempt to assess the impact` of centralization op theyerformanceof.

organizatAns,,,delivery:sySten'iS, total SOcieties,'etc:;:.for withddt adeqUate
4

definitions, thereare serious measurement problem .. And with,both'conceptual

and measurement problems,. there can be, little advance ins any type of 6 i ntific
.

.

.

. ,

inquiry.- , '47

1.



A ionOeptual Approach to Centralization.
4

Regardlesilof the level. of analysis, the, concept "centralization" has

been.important in the study, of` policy fo tion and implementation became

it provides one way of dealing with the distribution of power. As withrhott

approaches that,seek4to explore ,the sourc of change in, CT consequences of,,

b

the distribution ofopower,ecentraliiationl has prOven difficult to'clefinivand

'10peratibnalize., The purpose"of this section is distinguish among several of

the meanings and operationalizations.of the term, centralization, -and to
,

provide a gtoundlng for our approach

As it'appearshe literature as either an independent or dependent

-variable', the term centralization is often dep.ned implicitly, or aplely.by

raerenCe to empirical indicators. In studies of nation states or political

systems centralization is usually defined as having.to do with the. structures

of .decision - inking. A most commonly used indicatbria the ratio, of central,

government (or all government) expenditures to G.N.P. Similar in intent, but

not in co tent, arequalititivadistinctions among systems that classify their

.
0 '

aking structures as "poly - centralized", federationist7, democratic,

etc. Both of these indicators appear to be attempts to tap the extent to

which decitiOna are made by, a single or'by many adthoritie's.

Such definitions_ also often attempt to build in some .understanding about ..

the qualitativeaspects of the authoritiesLe., the comparison of the size

of the public versus the,-Private sectors Or,the ratio of centre/ goVernment
-

. .._- -

to. locar;governMent expenditures,, Here we focus.tondern not only on the
.,

how,
.--\

issue of many authorities are making critical decisions but also on,the

.

types of authorities (central government bureaucr-ats, local government elected

officials, private individuals, etc.).
. -
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We. befieve' we can introduce., greater def01.0.onal, clarity, and Clearer
Aff,

19

1 /

analytiC insights by distinguishing between two dimensions that are Usuai,ly

',corifnundelln, operational deflations of the term -centralization., On one
. . ,

hand, centralization has been used to refer tota at cturaVaspett of
.

. ''" \-. ', 1

,

J ,

deals/on-making: are decisions about a" partiCtiax. resources allocatioh
..- .,

. .

'k. (money; .peraonnel, tnformation, etc.) made ,by one or.many decision makers?
.

, .

.

On the other hand, centralizatiOn has.. often been used, to 'refer to th\ level
e .

at which decisions are made, and the qualitative charaCterist40 Of the
.,

:decision-makera; :ki,re resources allaated by the' central governMenti by local

government, or by private mechaniSms 7. The Jett er ,,type pof definitik*Oa: an
... , . ,

. .

attempt, to, distinguish impliCitlybetween decision-making structures "oiri'the

_ -,,.

basis of whatelites are involved, what goals are being maximized, and viliat--c,

.
.

interests are represented- ins the decision-making process.

It; this paper we are attemptirig to betld frameworlc- for the analysis

of centralization 0asd on the. former, the purely Structural definition. That

is, our focus is oh the degree of concentration' indecision-making, and has no

direct reference to who the decisipn-makers are, their interests ,fnd goals,

and,the inflynces affecting them. For the purposes of this paper,we define

centralization as the _proportion of all resources of,a given tyPi5e that are

(
controlpd by decisions 'Made by various proportions of decision- raking 'authorities,.

Thus , our innediate concern is, with the issue. of whether- all decisions tof a

given type are made by one or many authorities (an(d the -balance of resources

cdntrol)ed across authorities), and not with who the authorities are.

There are"two major reasons for drawing this diStinctfoli among the

meaning's implied by use 'f: the term centralization First, we are able to

quantify differences amog syStems .by focusing on the purely structural

aspects of decision-makiag.as a prerequisite to the underitanding of the
1

.

.



policy formation proCesses (agenda making, interest articulation,. effective

-representation of' interests) and policy' impleinentatton and performance

prOCesses (diffusion, standardization across space, etc.).

obviously'desirable,for comparative analysis to:define centralize-
.

tion in a way that allows both'crpss-time and across-syitem Variation to be

d
represented. Measures'that focus on a simple ratio (e,:g. central government

expenditureid:N.P.) are comparable-in time and space, but do not adequately'

capture the comp4exity of decision- making structures. More qualitative

/
measures (e.g. degree of,polycentralism) capture much of. the variety of

decisibn-making structures, but these measures are difficult,to'use comparatively,

and are statistically intractable.

bistinguishIng between the structural aspects of deciskion-making (1.e.

what proportion' of decision-makers controt What proportion(bidecisions), and

qualitative aspects.(by whom are decisions made), allows for the study of the

interrelationships between the two dimenaions. Indeed, the relationships

between the concentration of control and the nature of the dominant actors in

4
a decision-making structure may be quite complek. Structures of decision-

,

making are often deliberate constructions of the most powerful actors, and

the relative power of actors is, in part, determined by the positions they

holdrwithin the structure of decision-making.

Our conceptual definition of the structural dimension of centralization

is the degree of concentration in the distribution of control overresource,:

flows across decision making points in a system. In order to operationalize

this'approdch it i "necessary to define system boundaries, types of resource

flows, and decision makers, as well as to measure degrees of concentration

in the-joint distribution of controls over flows across decision-makers.



In undertaking this exercise with regard to medical and education.deliverY

systeds in the United States and Britain, we have relied heavily on systems

theory and cybernetics to identify these quantities.., The intellectual

baggage of systems theory and cybernetics is mot essential for the current

approach to centralization. Any pavidigmatic approach that allows for the

identification of critical decisions and decision-makers within some bounded

social organization would be equally applicable.

System Boundaries /
To define the concentration of decisicivmaking in a systel, the boundaries

11P.

of the system must be clearly underatood. In- examining medical care, one

could focus on the doctor - patient interaction, on a hospital, or on the wider .

network of OrganizatiOns providing medical care with some geographiCal

boundary. The notion of centralization as the concentration of decision.-

making is equally applicable at each of these levels.of analysis, though our

examples speak only to national level delivery systems.

The boundaries of a system may be drawn in any numUerjof ways, to suit

the needs of the analysis. Generally, however, a system -is defined as having

inputs, production processes, and outputs, with boundaries composed of

extraction of resources from the environment and disposal of outputs to the

environment. For the purposes of'our examples, we have defined these
ti

boundaries, in national, medical and education delivery' systems as follows.

In medical care, we regard the boundaries as composed of those individuals

and organizations that extract resources from the enVironment and allocate

these resources to medical care, and which return curative Medical treatments

to the environment. Specifically, governments, social insurance systems,

private insurance-systems, hospitals, clinics and other physicians practices

O



serve this function. Organizations such as pharmaceutical and medical' '

, construction providers are not included astipart' of the system as considered

here, in that they do not make decisions to allocate resources to medical

.care or actually produce health care treatments. In education; the'baiic

- productive organizations which we choose to regard as parts ofthe syStem

are the schools, but We also choose to include those'organizations (in

particular governments) that are responsible for the extraction of resources ,

%
and their allocation to the production of formal, edUcation. We are thus not

...
'A .

speaking of all organizations that play some role in the production fr)f health

(--- or education in societies, but rather more limited organizational networks. )

Identifying Decisions.

One of the-major insights of the current approach'to centralization is

that in any social organization, there are many types of critical decisions

and that the degree of concentration in the structure -of decision-'making may

vary from One issue to another. We have.used'the systems perspective outlined

in Figure One to identify critical types of decisions in organizations, though

?

other perspectives might. supply somewhat differentllists.

Figure One 'About Here

.r-

Our perspective defines the system which interests us by its inputs

production processes, outpqts, and informaton'flaws. Decisions are identified

as the mechanisms by which input flows, production processes, output flows,
.

and information are allocated betwe6n the system and its environment and

across actors within the system. Various proportions of each of the, flows

in the'systeM may be directly controlled by one or many actors.
a



Figure One
O

Conceptual Framework and Types of Critical Decisions
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..In complec systems, such as national, level medical and education

delivery, there exist "a near infinite number of inputs, proddction processes,
. 4 .

Outputs, and-types,of information. System. inputs in education, exam le, Alb

could be defined as including everything from the money to pay teachers

salaries to the ptoviPion.of 'erasers for blackboards. -Production processes

in health could fie. disaggregated into radiology,,pathglogy, ete:' System,

outputs' iii medical.carvinClude teacher's time consumed, Student educated4 ,

and maay others. 'There are,also multiple types of information fl

including rmance evaluation*, price settingaild the like' A descrip-
r

tively adequate study of concentration of decision - making in medical care
0

or education must be concerned. with all of these many types of decisions,

,but it is technically impossible to deal. with /the pkoblem in such a

disaggregated fashion. To reduce this complexity, we have boric:wed heavily

f
from, the economist's conceptual approaches to productsystems..

When an economist speaksrof the production of a given commodity, say

steel (which .is, in fact, many different co odities), he identifies the

system .in question by its outputs, and fies the system inputs a$ land,

labor, and p,1.1.y.s ieal capital. The prod

,smelting and pouring, rolling, OC.) is norm: 1Ycharacterized as a unitary

rocess itself (fueling furnaces

"production function." "Decisions,".when ?e,s stem is described in such

gregate terms, refer to the acquisition of labor, capital, and raw

materials, refer to'managing the production process itself, and refer to the,,

continuation of these functions'.. This approach can be applied to an analysis

of medical and educaiioh delivery systems, also . considered as production

systems.

In national medical- care,and education systems, we regard the factors

of production as consisting, of physical'capital, knowledge capital, and



; C
'raw Materials. We epproach the concentration of decisionMaking in regard:1°

.
, . ,

W,
. '------,_

to these inpute1:13; examining,the degree to which decisions about the supply
,. .,

..-

.
-. 1,

of motley, professional- p( ersonnel, and "raw materials (students, patients):
. . . . .. - , - , ,

-:.

, .5-, .

p
.

are, made in a sinsle'location . With regard the "roduction function"'.in
.

.
.. -

medical care and edneation,'we'ara-Conceined with the. problem ofthe_Ooncentra-,
.

s . .

:- , ., , 0,,

' tio'n of decfsionmiking abOutprdTesSionIlletandards (e.g. which Patients or
, - 4

1,

4.

. .--
- -

students are to
,

rateive how much of what
,

tipes of treatments or curricula).

, -, . , ,
In examining cross - system and,, cross-ame changes in the concentration of

::i r
decision-making abouidniormation,fiawS; we have_fbeused on priCe setting

decisions. Other information deCipions:that act to coordinate system activie

such as the evaluation of perfarmance could also:be congidered.

To summarize: we have-uSed a sYstame approach r44ughly analOgolfg to

those of the economist in order to identifk-the critical dimensiong of decision-
.

making in medical care ancfeducation. We_willbe 'concerned with the degree of

concentration in those decisions e extract.resouxces from the environment

(physical capital, knowledge, and raw materials), govern the technical and

organizational aspects of production of h IEK-1450 education (treatment

decisions and administrative decisions), and govern flowsof coordinating

information in the system (prices), empirical examples, we will give

each of these types of decisions a specific referent, e.g. hiring of staff

for knowledge inputs. 'While we might use alternative conceptual frameworks

in order to identify critical types of decisions, we use systems,theory and

cybernetics because of the personal tastes'of the authors, In order to

;P

Tyationalize the degree of concentration in decision7making with regard

0

to the types of decisions identified here, it is necessary to identify

decision-making authorities and the degree of control of each authority

over the aggregate flow of:resources goveryed by each decision, type.



Identifying Decision Making Authorities

)
Following froth the above'*4 ussion, we define a decision-Makin

,

, ,

,authority as any entity that...gove is the flow of the' ,supply of physical.

cipital; the supply of IcnoWledg.eapit 'tile supply of .students-or patients,

(re* materials), the professional standards of:treatment,the administrative

.,.-

aspeqts-of treatment, of information.(prices).' Again, it feimiSortadt to

, .

,

e

i

-distinguish between the manner, in Which decisions lamade'and:A0e degree of
...-,. *-. .,:, .

concentration in decision making:' For. eXaMple, in the United States, the
- °

deciston to build a municipal, hospital. (physical capital input):is made at

the local government aevel. For our purposes, it does not matter that -this

decision is contingent on the approval of a majority of the citizenly (via

bonding'referenda).or contingent on the provision of federal 'Malching- funds.

governments, and various prItate sector institutions. It is usuallY not

ReiArdles's of What considerations are taken into~ac ount and what interest

groups may doMinate:the decision -; the decision to build is made by local

government - nbt by central government or by private individuals,. In this
t

case, each local government may be regarded as a decision-Making authority

with regard to the provision ofphypical 'capital in the health care system.

Once.the types of decisions of interest have been decided, it.Rbecomes a

tontine (albeit often very difficult) emPirical matter to identify what part:.

Of t1he system is controlled by what decision-makers. In examining medical

care and education delivery in Britain and the United States,' we have found

it most helpful to approach these empirical matters by identifying the share

of decisions of4aphiticular:type that'aremade .by central goveinments, local '

possible to acquire data that would be wholly adequate to spedify the share

of the total decision flow of a particular type controlled by each individual

decision point.

13
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e ,f

The flipirical materkals which we present are based on evluaqons of
, .

.

.. ; . ,

f resourcesource flow is c4 what proportions oktvd e otypeven controlled by central
. .

. ,

..governMents, local v%rnments, and private sector institutions. For our

"nrposes this ill merely eoonVenieni shorthand way of counting the. numbers
,.

_
.

. \

of deCision-making aUthdrities,,

.

It does not matter, from a structural

iverspeCtive,,likether a given decition=maker happens to be governmental: or

,. . ..L. .

in thOriVatt sector.

pummAr Measures_of Concentration

7" ,

We could obtdin a fairly clear understanding of cross - national and over

time variation in the degree of concentration in decision-making by examining

changes in'the numbers of decision-Makers and changes-in the resources .

.controled by central governments, local govexmmentsi andthe priVate sector.

In order to have clear emphasiS on the structural nature of our measures of

concentration in-decision-making, we have gone a step further and have

calculated gini, concentration coefficients of the, joint cumulative frequency

distributions of ,the resources controlled by different authorities.
145

The gini concentration coefficients presInted here vary from a minimum.

degree of concentration (zero) to a maximum of one. A score of zero indicates

that each decision-making authority in the system controls an equal proportion

of a given type of resource decisions. Conversely, gini concentration

,coefficients approaching unity imply that a single decision - maker controls

nearly all of a given resource flow. This would be the case, fox example,

if the central government provided ninety-eight percent of the financial

resources inVxedical care.

ConCentration coefficients lave the major advantage of providing a

directly comparable summary measure across space and time, but also have



afew drawbacks. A'number of pieces of information of some substantive
a 4, .

interest are lost"When Calculating a gini coefficient. two distribu-
/

tiotis of dissimilar shape may be characterized-by the same degree of overall

concentration. "'Second, since the coefficients are callated-on the

proportions of decision-makers and proportions of resources controlled, no.

information is available from the coefficient on the absolute numbers of

each.invOlvdd. Finally, the coefficient does not prOvide any direct

A.nformation on who various decision-makers are, and where a particular, ,type

1-
of decision-maker falls in the overall distribution. vro correct for these

deficiencies,of the summary measure; we have presented tables throughout the

text giving the_actual numberSof decision-making authorities and the

distributions cfriesource flaws.

With theSe considerations in mind, we may now turn to an examination of

changes in the degree of concentration in decision-makingin American and

British medical care and education.

0



The Concentration of Decision-Making in American Education 1890 to 1970 '0.1*

An Impressidnistic account of decision-making in the American education

/

system between 1890 and 1972' would characterize .the system as being highly

decentralized, with some recent tendency toward centralization. A careful

examination of the, data strengthens rather than refutes this view. Within,

this overall perspective, however,, we may observe a number of interesting
4

%

.

characteristics of the syStem:by focusing on the.amouni of concentration in

different types of educatipinal decision-making'.

Sources of Revenue in American Education

Decision- making about, the sources of revenue in American edUcetion has

been. shared among a large number, of authorities throughout. the periOd ftom

1890 to 1p70: In TableOne,we preSent dat on the number Of decision making

bodies (the number of private schodls, local:cschoOlboards, states, and

17 central government) over the period. Of course, each decision-making authority

played some role in the finance of American education.

TahleOne About Here

In Table 147q, we provide estimates of the proportion of total educational

revenue controlled by each type of educational authority: And in Table Three

we present_gini coefficients which describe the degree of concentration

centralization)' of decision-making about educational finance in the 'Unitee

`States.



7.

U.S Fducation. Number, of Decision-Making Authorities

I

rp
Year /J.evel Private Schools Local School boards States Federal.

1890 6,215 72,000 44 1
}
1900 7,990 . 86,000 45 1

1910 8,588 97,000 4 47 1

Nv

1920 £1770 114,000 4.8 1-,

1930 13,423 128,500 48 1

1940 15,979 116099 48 1

1950 14,916 83,614 48 1

1960 18,942 38,000 50 1

1970 20.065 17,500 50 1



oC.

U.S. Education. Sources of Revenue (Percentage's of total).

State Federal
Year Govt.* Govt.

' GOVt.

1890 22.0 58.8 ' 18.9, 0.2

1900 8,8 71.8 19.4 0.0
v.

1910 8.0 74.2 17.8 0.0

1920 7.0 7679. '15.9 :i1;i-

1930 : '8.1 75.8 15.8 f 0.3

1940 8.7 75.0 14,7 1,6

1950 9.1 52.8 .36.8 ..x...j

1960 9.1 52.6 36.0
' 2.3

.1470 7.7 49.1. 374 6,0.
,

*Tuition fees paid to public schools included under local
government.



. ,
U.S.'ducation. Concentration of Revenue Decisions

'tear- Gint coefficient

1890 .50.

1900-, .36

1910 ',.34,
.

/920

1930 .305

1940 .243'

1950 .400

1960. .560.

.1970 .711

*Calculated on the joint cumulative
distribution of decision-Making points
and sources of revenue., Coefficients
are corrected for aggregation bias.



tab les -Two and Three Atbou't

-10
,Observing thagiOi"COiifficAentS in Table Three,' we nOg0-:that thetirild

.

txindOCConcenCrittion in the decision- making,-about educatiouil finance in

the United.States has been asymmetricalkly U-shaped, with declining Concentra-

tion.from 1890 to 1940 and with a rapid reconcentration that,by11970 exceeded=

the level that existed at 1890. fly examining Tables One and Two, the sources

I 1714 olathese -movements in the coefficients 'are somewhat clear. The movement

, -
toward decentralization in:educational finance betWeen 189).and the 1930's,,

may be attributed in iti,,entirety to theogroWth in the'n4mber of tocal

educatiOnal authorOies, coupled with no increase in the.'propOrtiOn:ofjinance

controlled at this level,. 'Between 1940 :and 1970, there was a rather dramatic

. .

shift towardstate and central government finance of education, witka rapid

consolidation of local educational authorities.

Control over the-SUpply and Training of Educational Professionals'

The degree of COncentration in deci'iionmakingabout the'CIUAnlityand-
,

quality:Of professional personnel'isa-pOtential source of difference'aCross

'natiLoos:,.and'diver time in the ,quality of education. In the United States, most.

decisions about professional...staff have been quite-decentralized until'recent

years with private schools and local,school boards responsible for the .hiring

and firing of. professional staff.

In Table Four, we present data on the numbers of teachera in primary and

secondary education in the United States (including an estimation of the number

of teachers Ln Federal government employment) we have made no estimation of

the numbOr.of prlvate:, self-emOlOyed teachers in non-school based practice;
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25.

Edt)"tifte 'Employmnt of Primary and Secondary Teachers by Sector

private

1890 41,194

48092

1910. 47,191

1920 54,331

1930 84,353

1940 94,977

1950 118;271

1960 175,633

1970 216,825

al and State Federal

365,111

423,934

.527,515

684,116

856,168

8/4,214

912,056

1 35 01

2,0578/1

269

539

942

1,291

-1,198

1,575

2 227

3,234
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lb

iss. Education.

year

3.890

1900'

1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

Concentration in taff Decisions

Coefficient

.023

004

.002,

.012

.064

.137

.129 '

.422

.663

*Gfni concentration coefficients cal-
culated from the joint cumulative
distribution of teachers by employment
and decis ion-making points. Coefficients
are corrected for aggregation bias.

2

2
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When the educational profdssionais in Table Four are distributed across

the authorities responsible for making decisions about them, the

eoneentrAtiee coefficients in.Table Five result;

, .

Tables Four and Five 'About Here

The data in Table Five indicate that the trend in the concentration of

control'over the supply of profeaskonal staff has been somewhat different

leis than that, of educatibnal finance. Concentration inithe hiring of

professional staff was very low in the P'ettod prior to 1920 because each

itmplOying authority (whether private or pUblic).hired only an average 'of,;.

five,or six teachers. A dramatic centralization of eMployment decisions

began in the 19208 and 1930s and accelerated in the post Second World War

,period due to the rapid consolidation of'local education authorities and

some srowth in fh4 average size of private schools.

Co,trOlOvertigStudents
.4
To speak of the degree. of concentration Indecision-Making about the

.t.

supply of students seems, at least at first,ather, peculiar. Th importance

askedof this question is-more obvious when it is sked in a ,less abstract fashiOn: 1

0 .

'.bow concentrated is decision-malting abdUt access to edu tional opportunities?A
t

,s

or, how concentrated is decision-making about the demand for education? Seen 0

Igt .

in these terms, it is clear that concentration of control over access

/lions may be very relevant tocontrolling the cost of educatidn (by

rationing educational 40ortunity), and controlling the equality with Which'

educational opportunity is distributed acrcsa the population.
.

. 7
In a system. that is completely decentralized with regard to access

decisir-making, access decisions wou1d4he made at the level'of the individual

ae'T.4i

2 ;)



school (to obtain a concentration coefficient of zero,_ it would, also be

28..

necessary that all schools be of equal size). A completely centralized

system, in epleee, would be one, in which all decisions about iihool

",AMC. o i'.dividuals (either forcing attendance, or prohibiting it) ,

re made byfa single authority. Obviously theeducation system of,the

:pited States, like moat others, falls somewhere between these extremes.

One may obtain a crude estimation of the conckntration.in deOsion-
,

making about the demand for .education,by examining the ytogreee of oompulsOry

education. Governmental involvement in Setting requitements.for'attendapee

centralizes decision-making in the sense that it is no longer the prerogative

of individual providers 0 decide whether a given.person will attend school,

In the United States compulsory attendance requirements have beenthe

responsibility of state governments, with the decisions developing rather.:

slowly.,: At 1890, roughly fifty percent of the population of the United Stateis

lived in states having some form of compUlsory education, by 1900 the proportion

had grown to sixty-five percent and increased rapidly thereafter (U.S.

CommisSioner of Education EducationoReport, 1906 pg. 1267)., For most years

between 1890 and 1970, compulsory education laws have been of modest

importance in controlling the demand for educationespecially in recent:'

years--as large numbers of students attend schools beyond:the ages required

by law. The coding of the degree of concentration in decision-making about

education-A/ demand displays increasing conce tratiOnuntil approximately

1920 (as more7and'more states instituted e ch laws), and declines somewhat

thereafter as increaSingproporti2ns'afistudite belie attended schools at
a.

igei other, than., those required by law. We have attempted to represent these

movements by estimating frai qualitative sources the concentration coefficient

to be .5 at 1890, increasing it .to about .7 at 1920, and having it decline to.

i05

J
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46. by 1970. The shortcOMing of this procedure is obvious,'Yet it is desirable'

;to have soie'informed.estimate.of. concentration along thisAimensipn for

edimatiOn'in Order to compare it to with the other systems to be

Oftmined. here.

Process Control: Decisionsabout Administrative Affairs

A4 any school administrator knows, decisions about the production

process of education involves, far more than, curriculum,and teaching matters.

The assigning of Students to teachers and the' allocating of spade and other

capital equipment are characteristic of the administrative problems. The

degree of concentration in decisions of this type affect the quality, quantity,

cost, and equality of education. Obviously, administrative decisions may be

either highly concentrated or widely dispersed..

No single indicator. of the degree of concentration about administrative

decisions is wholly adequate .because there are many types of administrative

4idisions, some of,which are made at the level of the classroom, others at °

the level of the school, and others still further up the hierarchical control



Vie ,Educatiop. Primary and Slcondary .Students' by Adminietrative Authority.:

36,

-.Year /Sector Private Local

. 1890 .1;643,722 457:710

1900 1,407,921 , -15017,711

'4 1910 1,660,605 17,796,784

1920 1,748,169 21,511,847.

1930 2,586,697 25,553,097"

1940 2,611,047 25,332,542

1950: 3,380,139 '25,008,427

1960' 5,674,943 35,946,771

19.70 5,143,182 45,718,038

State Pedtral

70,000 11,000

80,60 15,000

100,000 20,000

115,000 . 36,000

128,0004, 38,000

66,000: 35,000

,59,000. 44400.0

83,000 57,000

110,000 75,000

(



p.g Education.. Concentration,of Administrativa0ecisions

Year Coefficient

1890 .040

1900

1910. .009

1920 :007:

1930 .061

1940 . .130

1950 .132

1960 .410

1970 .638

*Cini coefficient calculated from .the\_

joint cumulativedistribution of students
by authority and decision-making points.
Coefficients: are corrected for aggregation'
bias.
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structure,. As a prOxy of concentration in this area, we have measured the

distribution of'students.across private schools, local achool systems,

state school systems, and_federal government sChools. We make,this choice

of indicator on the assumption that ehe presence of a student in a given .

type of school impliea?that moat administrative matters with regard.to that_

student occurs at. the same level.

In Table:Six, we present data on the distribution of primary and

secondary students in the.United States across the different categories of

duthorities, and in Table Seven we present the Ani concentration ratios

for this distribution.

Tables Six and Seve About Here

Not surprisingly, the results in Table Seven indicate a pattern of

creasing concentration, primarily in the,pot Seco:kid World War years.. As

withipany of the other, indicators, movements in the administrat*ecentraliza-

tion indeX' are caused primarily by. the consolidation of local school boards.

Process Control: Decisions About Curriculum and Teaching Technicine

OUr history books tells us that the French Minister of Education once

made the claim that, at any given point.in tide, he knew" precisely what all

students in all French schools were doing. This claim (probably a correct

one) was based on the determination of"curriculum for all French schools by

the Ministry of Education in Parfi Such a high degree of centralization,in:

decisions about Furriculum has never been the case in the United States, bnt

4 .

neither has every American teacher been completely free tcridecide such matters.

'In the private sector certain parts of the,curricula of Parochial schools have

been decided by diocesian authorities rather:than by individual schools; in

31
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the public sector local school boards have often,dictated the content of

,7 'teachings.

It is not possible to quantify precisely what proportions of. all curricula

.
:

, .
.

- in Ameiican schools have been subjected to some form of centralized control,
.

. ,

A

but the'propOrtion has probably been quite small. As an upper bound, we

might consider the numbers of studendistributed across. administrative

authorities as in the next. section, These estimates (which vary from near

zero at 1890 to .64, at 1970) probably overstate theegree of concentration

In curriculum decisions in American education, as local school boards have

:played a limited (but increasingly important} rola in concentrating' such

decisions. Our impressionistic coding of the degree of concentration in

. Curriculum decisions -- (based on extensive reading of the primary and econdary

ature) - -is neer zero from 1890 through 1920, and thereafter increasesito

970 level of about .30. Again, these numbers are far from perfect repre -'

sentations, but they do have sufficient face validity; to allow comparison

across delivery systems.

Information: Decisions about Pricing

a

Just as the control over inputs or'control over the production process

may maximize various system performances, control over the flow of Information'

is a source of control over the entire system. In health and education one

of the most' important information linkages in the systems is the pricing

'mechanism. Even if.direct control over input and processes does not exist,

the control of prices provides leverage over resource allocation and

production decisions. Control over flows of information may be eithei
,f

highly concentrated or widely dispersed, as with other resources'in systems.

In the case where each individual provider is free to set the prices for his

L.)
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servici,.we would classify the control over this type of infortnation Mork as

very 4Concentrated. In contrast to such a'"free markt;t" system, a systei

. !

with highly conctntratedcootrOl over prices ( implicit 'Prices) -exists. where.

all,exchanges are,at ratios or prices fixed by a single authority.

Am;rican education, we estimate the degree, of concentration of price

decision-ma ing by determining what proportion of prices for various services

are set by different authOrities Central and state governments have 01hyed

little direct refe in contro4ing education price# (otherthan.prices in the

few educational .institutions that they operate directly). For purposes of

constructing an indicator*,we have,assUmed that-floWs of private_funds

privateschools.occur at prices *et by.thag4erning authOrities of private

schools. All public educational expenditure' in the United Stites hai(beeri:

allocated to local boards of education which are, by and large, the'locUet of

deciaion-making about tax rates, school fees, and other prices. This

classification gives rise to the data in Table Eight and the concentration

coefficients in Table Nine.

Tables Eight and Nine About Here

With the exception of the 1890 data point, almOst all pricing decisions

in American education are made by governmental authorities. However, over

time the number of such authorities has changed over time (See Table One).

Most hmportantly, the rapid consolidation of local school boards that began

in the 1930s has led to large increases in the concentration of decision-

making about educational pricing. Even by 1970, however, there were still

almost 40,000 separate decision-Making points with regard to pricing, leading

to a concentration coefficient of only .157.
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, .

:U. . Education. Percentages of 8XpenditureAat Price8 set by'
Various Authorities

Year

1890

1900

...1910

1920

1930

1940

1950

1960

1970

f.
State

,

Central
Private GOvetnment,: .Govetnment Government

22.0 78.0 0

80 :91:2 0

:8.0 92.0 0 , ., 0

4.0' 9L0 0 0

8.1 91.9 0 0

8.7 91.3 0 0

9.1 90.9 r,0 0

9.1 90.9 ' 0 0

*s,
7.7 92.3 0 0

l)

1Direct expenditures of State,and Central governmente_on.owned
- ,and operated schools are not represented here,
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11: Si, Mutation. Gontentration of
DeciaiOn.41,aking 'ii :`pricing

Year. Gini Coefficient'

1890

1900

1910

.141 °

.003

.00l

1 ?20 .009

1930 .014

1940 .031,

1950 .060

.242

.457

1960

1.970

'Not corrected for aggregation
.

bias.

a

4'

(7,
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American kancation: pmmMary

The degreeofcOncentration to decision-making in American, education'

has geaorally inirealed from 1890 to 1970. For moat types of decisiohs
c'

thee major periods mWbe'ldentified,1890 thrOughthe *cede of the

1920s, 4 slight tendency toward deConcentration is observable, rhis tendency

n.isault,of thd:riOid growth in the number of pUblic'auihOritietimaking

decisions about public sector sChools, coupled with a SmalleiTthange in the
,

nVerall. share of education resources confroll'ed* the public sector. From

1920 to 1950 a smalkmovement.J:toward greatee:Concentration,iti-ldeCiiiOn-making

occurred as theYiumbers of local sChOol )Oard began to...decline; from 1950 to

.1970 .thel.,concentration increased dramatically, based on the rapid consolidation

of local School authorities and an increasingly significant intrusion of state'

and federal authorities'in financial affairs. These trends are summarized in

Figure: Two.

Figure 'moo About Here:

F From Figure Two it is clear that the proper study of educational,policy,

formaVon'in the pre-world War II,yeare must'fooxis on the-repreientatio
'07,A

interests th the deliberation of loCal public authorities. In the post-wdr,
,

years the deliberations of state and federalleve alSobecome of

Some substantive importance, and the policy making, ocess oflocal'authoritie

-'may haveunxiergone significant changt, as these authorities have become-

:'consolidated, Indeed, the trends In:ligure two indidate that complaints of.

A

professional andbureaucratidAoMinance of educatibnal decidion7making in

ZNP:sthe United States in the pOSt,war period, with a consequent reduced role fat
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Figtire Two

Concentration of Decision-;Making in .American Eftcation

38; 1,4
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consumer be a.re dramatic change in theconsumer representation, sult of a dr

concentration of decision-making. 14 the struct ure of decision-Making

has become more 'concentrated, the potential for consumers to use their

Co controlsources of power (numbers) educational policythe directions
of

has become roes.

/
The increasing concentration of decision- making structures in American

educa tion may also be seen as a sourcee of changes n sys\ tem performance. As

the system has become pore centralized, for successfully imple-

y national education policy In particular,
menting- a truly increased.

emphasis on equalization across social classes, races, and geographical areas

has become possibility for the Americanas operational P system. While the

degree of concentration in control over critical educational decisions does

not, in it'Sel f, ,predict such'Policy Outcomes, standardization and equalization

cannot be pursued under the conditions of high decentralization that prevailed

in the American system prior to the Second World

The concentratibn of Decision -Makin 4 Medical_
a......4.n Ameri s0 are 1890-12Z2

one observesMany of the trends which erves in the concentration of decision=

making in American n American medical care.education are also apparent

Despite the Pi4 mii-..arities, there are also some differences in the decision -

making struc res of health and education, A careful examination of the

differences tween the two systems allows some Preliminary conclusions

about sources ofthe sou stability and change in system control structures.



Inputs: Sources of Revenue in Americanericah Medical Care

In contrast to American education, there has been little dramatic change

in.the sectors' distribution of decision-making in American.health, analogous
'O

. .

. Lo

to the consolidation of local school authorities. In Tab le 10A
.

$ we present,
...,

data shewi/4 the numberof
different decision making units; the number of

.

.

0

Private Office -based physician practices, private hospitals, local government

hospitals, states and federal governments: From this table, it is clear that

-there has been considerable potential for decentralization in American medical

care in that the number of decision-making authorities has roughly doubled

during the last eighty Years.

Table 10A About Here

In. Table 10B , we Present estimates for the sources of medical care

expenditures in the United States. Because of the inadequacy of data, this

tab le does not separately identify the growth of private insurance schemes,

in some underestimating'of theWhich results estimates of the growth of

concentration in medical financing. Trends in the sources of revenue. for

demonstrate, exception of 1890, a fairly regularmedical care demo with the.

centralsubstitution of financing of medical care.government for private

Table 1013 About Here

presentFinally, the gini coeffiCients (See Tale 10C) for the

distribution of medical care. expenditures across the various types of

authorities.

114
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U.S. Health. Numbers of Decision-Making Authorities

year/Type
Private
Practices

1890 ./89,262

.1900' ,10,960

1910. 113,520

1920 117,600

1930 122,018

1940 140,130

1950 '160,089

1960 179,176

1970 188,900

Private,
Hospitals

Local Govt.
Hospitals

State
Govt. ',,

Federal
Govt.

2,800 640 44 1

3,000 720 45 ' 1

3,256' 800 47 1

4,500 883 48 1

4,907. 943 48 1

4,524 910 48 1

4,518 1,005 48 1

-4 561 1,324 50 1

4,458 1,68G 50, 1 ';:-

4
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10B

U.S. Health. Sources of lievenue (Percenta4e of total)

a '

4.
Year

Central
Government

Statig and Local
Government -

Private
Sources

1890 0.2 1.3 98.6.

1900 .8 15.4 83.8'

$

1910 0.5 11.8 87.6

1920 4.4 12.0 83.6

1928-9 4.2 9.7 86.1

1939-40 5.1 15.4 79.5

1949-50 12.0 \ 13.0 75.0

1959-60 10.5 14.2 75.3

1970-71 24.7 13.3 62.0
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U.S. Health. Concentration of
Revenue Decisions

Year Gini Coefficient

1890 .0066

1900 .1549

1910 .1168

1920 .1567

1930 .1315

1940

1950 .2446

1960 .2404

1970 .3731

4P
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Table 10C About HereG.1
ItA.S:notableln thus data that the 1970 time-point is a considerable

'departure.from-the 1950-1960 period as are 1950 iind 1960 time-points

departures from the earlier peri)1. It is also notable that, the level Of

centralization in the sources of revenue for American medical care is

conSistently,loWer than that fo American edUcation, though the time trends

are somewhat similar. This fact points up the fallacy of regarding an entire.
. ,

society as being centralized orAcontralfezed when one wishes to maker:_

implications about policy and performance in any specific pOliCy area.

Mout: Control over the Supply of Medical Professionals

In Table Eleven we present data on the number of American physicians by

the type of authority with which they work. In as much as physicians repre-,

4
sent a proxy for medical knowledge, the distribution of physicians across

decision-making authorities provides, an indication of the degree of centralized

control' over knowledge input* in MedPealcare.,
v:

Table Eleven About Herd ,

We present in Table Twelve thlegini coefficients on the, concentration

of knowledge inputs. The levels of concentration observed in this table are

quite low with the exception of 1J60 and 1970. For the entire time period,

however, the coefficients reflect the inlportance of private office based

practice andtprivate indiVidual Americanilealth, The

.

deviation of 1960 and 1970 from the other data points Ls caused primarily

a rapid post-war expansion in hospital-based practice and at 1970, by an

4j



11.

U.S. Health. Employment of Physicians by Sector

Year

Private Office
based

Private and
Local Hcapital Federal Total

1890' 89,262 14,543 1,000' 104,805

1900 102,960 27,042 2,000 132,002

1910 ,113,520 34,612 3,4'000 151,132

1920 117 ,600 23,377 4,000 144,977

1930 122,018 26,785 5,000 153,803

1940 140,130 25,859 7,500 Y173,489

1950 168,089 23,858 -12,:576 204,523,

1960 179,176 58,329 14,212 . 251;717

1970 188,900 92,800 29,500 311,200



12.

U.S. HeaLth. Concentration of Staff Decisions

Year - Coefficient.

1890 .1111

1900 .1852

1910 .2147

1920 .1458

1930 .16/1

1940 .1562

1950 .1480

1960 .2579

19/0 .3643

*Gird coefficients of the distribution
of active physicians across private_

'office based practice, private hos-
pitals and local government hospitals
and State governments, and Federal
government.



expansion of the proportion of physicians employed by the federal government.

Table Twelve About Here

Input: Control Over Access to Medical Care

While medical care in all societies is rationed in varying degrees, the

United States, as in most other societies, makes no systematic effort at the

central level to deny segments of thepopulation access-to medical care. Rather,

the American medical care system, in so far as it has controlledlemand.fer

Medical services at all, has done so indirectly by. exercising control over

the other factors of production.

At a formal level, decisions about access to medical treatment inthe

Unite States are made largely by thy providera:Aarivate physicians, private,

and local government hospitals, and the adMinistrators of state and federal

government health care systems. If state and federal systems were major

Providers of.mediCal care, we might regard decisions' about access to be

somewhat centralized. However, if one views the actual patient loads handled

by each type of authority as a rough indicator of the control over access to

medical care, the centralization of decision making over access to American.

medical care at no time exceeds aging: , coefficient of .03.(See Table Fourteen)..

This remarkable level of decentralization is the direct result of the

importance of private office based practice in the American system.

Process Control: Decisions about Treatment

Quite unlike the situation, faced by American teachers; medical doctors

and atients. Even in the public hospital systems (e.g., military hospitals,

4



state,and local governMent hospitals), such intrusion is rare, and these,

l'systiOs 'compoSeavery-small'part of. the American' medical system.

The absence of Any substantial government role in regulating the

treatment at itself, however, should not be interpreted as meaning t t

there are no centralizing influences in health care treatment, cision:making.

, "he' activities of local medical societies'(private), and various treatment

review bodies in hospitals do exert-influence to control the, treatment act,

yet the face. remains that medical;pro,essiona1s, regardless of their employment

status are the decision-makers about the content of treatment. As such, one,

must code the decision-making about the treatment process as espelltiaily

decentralized throughout the period.

Process Control: Administrative Decisions

In contrast to the decentralitation of decision-making about treatment

per se, it is possible that, as in education, other aspects of the produ ti 9n

process'could be more centralized. For example, decisions about the patient/

physician ratio or the number of facilities available per patient could be

made in a centralized fashion with directly affecting 6e physician's autonomy

in dltermining the nature of treatments.

In the United States, however, there is no such disjuncture overthe

process of medical care. In.Table Thirteen, we present estimates of the

numberS of treatments carried out by the various administrative authorities.

Nf
In Table Fourteen, we distribute these treatments across the different decisibn-

,

making authorities an&preSeni Concentration coeffidienta.

Tables Thirteen and.Fotirteen'About Here
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k

U.S. Health. Treatments by AdMinistrative Authority

Year/Source
Private

M.D.

Private
Hoslital

Locals Govt.

Hospital
State Govt.
Hospital

Federal
Hospital

1890

..1900
,

1910

1920

'71930'

1940,

1950
I

1960

1970

59,903,200

91,312,800

.:334990',150

196,962100

311,133,330

., .., .

435,448,260

.627,621,100

846,606,600

918,809,600

940,000

1,404,000

2,000,361.

3,534,165

5,322,893

7,218,544

12,706,143

18,486,565

22,979,000

189,000

281,250

410,540

725,368

1,134,215

1,728 595

2,397,570

3,728,787

5,524504

89,000

134,7,00

189,049

282,231

388,984

583,274

791,863

929,849'

751,402

.34000

10,725

30i895
-....,

139,917

301,149

557,137

1,127,937:

1,475;530

1,741,000



. Health.. Concentration of'Administrative Decisions

jet&lconcOtration -Coefficient'

1890

1900

1910

:1920

1930

1940'

.0195

. 0181

. 0251

.0273

. 0192

1950 .0110

'1960

1970 .0062



In these tables, the pre-eminent place of the priVate office based

practice in American medical care id clearly'demonttrated. In contrast to.

education,_Where the growth of 'large scale administrative units. (big schOols

and multiple-school systems) has the norm, health car. administration hasn
remained very'14e-centralized, despite the"rapid growth.ifi the importance of

hospitals. in recent. yews...

Outputs: Control oVer,Fricing.in American Medical Care

The setting of Priced of health care services is poten5ially a powerful

.tool in controlling the health care systed, . By manipUlating prices it is

possible to ration health care, tq equalize itsdelivery,or to change the

mix of, effective demand. Contrary to many views, the pricing of medical care

in the .1.1ntedStates have t been determiped in'a- completely decentralized

"free market" .fashion.

To-gain a,. rough estimate ef the degree,towhich prices in American mediCal

Oervices havehten,fixedtlyoeptral autheritiesweexamined the'tetalndical-

careexpenditures in -the United States-at valous years to determine what

proportions of these expenditures, occurred at prices set,by private providers

(as in. the' aetting of Physician's and'ptivate hospital .fees),'by local govern-

ments (as.in municipal hospital ), and by the federal government (as in

military and veteran's administration hospitals). WeregardAany categories

of governmental medical care expenditures as haVing prices set by private

providers (e,g. MediCaid), and we have grouped these prices in,the private

sector. 'The results of this somewhat crude classificatiOn are shown in Table

Fifteen.

Table Fifteen About Here
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07

U.S. Health. EstimatedPr portions of Total Health
EicpeViture at rices. Set DX Various Authorities

Tr

Private
Year Providers Governmeik_

ral
taneet

4,

1890 98.5 1.4 0.1

1900 % 83.8 15.4 0.8

1910 87.7 11.8 04.5

1920 83.6 12.0 4.4

1930 90.7 8.0 1.3

1940 83.3 12.6 4.3

1950 82.0 15.P 3.0

1960 84.0 12.0" 4.0

1970 86.7 8.2 5.1

,e4



The data in this table indicate that, as expected, the vast majority

of decisions about the price of medical care services in the United States

have occurred in the private sector. It is important to recognize; however,

that some proportion of the total national medical care bill has had prices

set by local and central governments. In particular, the post Second World

War period displays ajconsistently larger role being played by governmental

authorities in the setting of medical care prices.

In Table Sixteen, we present these data"on medical care pricing as gini

coefficients, where the proportions,of.medical c4ge expenditure occurring at

prices fixed by the various categories of authorttiei has, been distributed

across the numbers of such authorities. 007e should view the coefficients in

this table with some caution, due. to the gross classification of the previous

table and because no disaggregation within the private sector was possible.

Absence of more detailed data about the private sector means that it. is p?ssible.

for the coefficients in Table Sixteen to be somewhat, but not substantially

different. Nor would the trend over time likely be different.

Table Sixteen About Here

sla

It appears from this table that an increasingly concentrated structure

of decision-making about the p4ces of medical care is evolving in the United

States. By 1970, a considerable potential existed for exerting centralized

influence over pricing decisions. However, it is also well known to any

student of American medical care policy that this evolving structure of
,

control over pricing has been used to re-enforce the pricing_decisions of the

private sector, rather than to modify them significantly.

Jv
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U.S. Health. Concentration of
Decision-Makink about Pricing

Year Gini Coefficient*

1890 .22

1900 .45

1910 .35

1920 .30

1930 .25u

1940 .38

1950 .40.

1960 .46

1970 .50

*
Data re very broadly estimated, calcula-
tion or coefficient may over-correct for
aggreg tion bias.



American Medical:Care: A Summdry

. By our indicators, the American medical.. system between. 1890 and,1900

ii quite decentralized with only very modest tendencies toward centraliTzation

over time. -Of the various types of decisions which'we have considered',

structures that significantly concentrate decisiOn-making exist only with

regard:to4ricing, sources of revenue, and the,SUpply of professional staff.

By our4ileasures, there ltOittle.conCentration of decision-making over the

protocol_onal or administrative aspects of delivering treatments or over

'access to medical caret

Figure 3. About Here

"h.
The American medical system differs significantly from that of the

American education system, in.whiCh both generally higher levels of concen-

tat/on and stronger trends toward increasing' concentration are observed.

Leaving aside for the moment'ihe generally higher level of concentration of

decision-making in education, both the health and education systems display

similar patterns among the various dimensions which we have considered. In

both systems there has bedK a tendency toward greater concentration in

decisions about inputs and outputs than about the treatment process itself.'
.

And in both systems, the decades of the 1930s and 1940s were the starting

point of historical tendencies toward greater concentration of decision-
,

making structures.

The Concentration of Decision- Making in English and Welsh Education 1890-1970

The development of State intervention in and the effective centralized

control over education in Britain was, by European standards, quite late in

'-fJ



Figure Three

`ConCentration of itecisidnrMaking. in 'American, Health
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occurring. Prior to 1870, government played\littlo role in any aspect of

N)t. the educational system except the providing of funds. With the reorganization

of local government andEfie expansion of the franchise in 1868,
. the direct

role of government began to expand rather rapidly. By 1890, when our date

begin, large strides had already been made toward concentrating. decision-

making about education, mostly in the hands'of-goVernmental authorities.

1

Inputs: Sources of Revenue
4

To the uninitiated, the complexity of the British educational Witem is
e

formidable. Over the period of our interest, a large number of different- kt.r

institutional arrangements and school types have come.ana gone, making the .

'estimation of the number of decision-making authorities a rather, difficult

job. In Table Seventeen, we present an account of the number of primary and

4
secondary schools as well 'as school systems in existence iq England and Wales

at vatious points in time. We have ordered the school types from minimum to

maximum government involvement as one moves from left to right across the

table.

Table Seventeen About Here

In contrast to the A.t ::ican system discussed earlier (See Table One

the number of education decision- making. authorities in England and Wales has

been in continuous decline since the late nineteenth century. One of the

most notable.features of Table SeVenteen is the consolidation of local

education authorities (at 1902 in England and Wles as opposed to the 1930's

in the United States), and the rapid erosion of the wholly independent

sector in the post Second World War period.



England and Wales Education. Ember of Decision-Making Authorities' in Primary and SeCondary Education,

Year

Normor

Wholly

Independent

Schools ,
.

Direct

Grant

Schools

Ceittfied

Efficient

' Schools

Voluntar y

Schools

Controlled LoCa1

Voluntary :iducation

Schools . Authorities. .Total

1890 11,130 : 252 14,761 2,37.6 28,519

1900 10,608
i 108 14,359 0 3,33i 28,408

1910 10,000 (1 162. 13,346
468 23,976

1920 9,500 (1) 294 12,863
462 23,1,9

1930 9,250 (1) 609 /1,816 463 22,138

1930
9,000 (1) 776

,

'11,178
461 21,415

',.),'' .

1950
4,0104 164 1,191

iq

'11,107 0 146 16,618

1960 2,680 178 1,479 5,579 4,782 144 14,842

1970 1,099 176 1,405 5,292 3,876 , 21 12,009.

(1) Included under voluntary schools,

.



'England and Wales.Education. Sources of Revenue Percentages of Total)'

Rrivate
Soutces (elem.)

L.E.A.
(higher)

Central
CoVt.

1 36.3%
,

, 25.0% 38.7%

1900-1 17.0 32.7 50.3

1910-11'e 16.8 38.4% 4.7% 40.1

1920-1* 16.6 31.7 5.2 46.4
,

,

1930-1* 13.5 30.9 7.0 48.6

1937-8* 16.0 32.3 7.8 43.9

1950 -1' 23.3 23.8 52.9

'1960 -1 10.1 14.8 75.0

1970-1. 8.2

Separate local apthorities existed in this period to deal with the
different levels of public schools.

1
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.England and Wales Education. Concentration of :

Revenue Decision-Making -4111,

Year Gini coefficient

1890-1.

1900-1

1910-1

1921H..

1930-1

1937-8

195071

1960 -1

.666

.835

.902

.900

;903

.856 .

.928



In Table Eighteen, we present data onthe.sourCes of revenue in the;,

Inglish and Welsh systems from 1890 through 1970. In these dAta, we
. .

.

'.

categotizedunds att.central government that, are collected by,central

-government but administered 1;y1ociLauthoritiee. We have grouped private
. .

payment's (fees, gifts.,. endowments) to public i.sector AehooIs asjoc41...-
. . .

vivernment.

. , ..

It is clear from Table Eighteen that the central government has played

rolea much larger in the finance of. in Britain than in the United

States. When we take the number_of.decision-making points into account (See

Table Nineteen), a picture Of very high concentration emergeS.,

Tables Eighteen and Nineteen About Here

The data in this table show that decision- making about educational

finance was sufficiently concentrated by 1901 to allow fo :the central govern-

went to-use it as an effective instrpment.of system control. -In the 1950s

and 1960Wfurther centralization of funding occurred, with the central

government supplantini local eduCation authorities. However, in. the.late

1960s some modification, of this trend was noticeable, as there was a tendency

for central government grants for education to local atithorities to be of an

uncategorical nature.

Inputs: ProfessionAll Staff

Decisions about the hiring, promotion, and firing of professional staff

in primary and secondary British education have always occurred at the local
t

level. Because' the central government plays little direct role .n such

decisions (albeit the central government has long been concerned with the



general supply of educationalprofeseiona104'the concentration Of.deCiaiOe'r

making in this area is somewhat less than in finance. ,Although this instith-

.

tional. arrangement-is similar to thatWhich exists in the United.States,

,there .are. relatively ewer local govern* tal-nuthorities and private schools.

in Britain -- leading to a'higlier level concentration about such decisions
.,...

than is observed in the United States.

When we distribute theprimary-and secondary professional. staff of 'English

and Welsh 'Schools across the various decision-making authorities responsible-
_

for their employment, the following gini concentration coefficients result:

.709 in 1950, .719 in 1960, and .808 in 1972. If theemployment of teachers

was proportional to administrative,,control,over students in' the period prior

to 1950, the concentration of decision-making about professional steff"was

'probably about: .5 to .6 in the period 189071900, and rose to approximately .7

in the period from the reform of 1902 until the post-Second World War reforms.

In contrast.to the American system, the concentration of decision- making about

professional staff in Britain has been quite high and has displayed discontinuous

change.

Inputs: Students

Although slow by European standards, Britain established effective

regulation of school attendance at the primary and secondary level earlier

than in the United States. Also in contrast to the United States, such

regulation of access occurred at centre/ government initiative,(rather than

at the regional. governmentlevel). As in the,United.States, most attempts

to regulate educational demand were with the express purpose of increasing

rather than rationing demand for education. In the United States regulation

of educational demand changed in a smooth fashion as increasing numbers of

states adopted mandatory attendance regUlations. Charactenistic of more



- t

centrAiiied, system in Britain, regulation afdemand'has changed in a .step-

wise faShion as one aspect ok'petiodie broader reforms:of eduCation initiated
1

by central government.,

The variouirreforms of British.education.eatablished increasingly long

of

- ,

petiodA fmandatory attendance. In 1892 the_regnirement'ithat,a11 persons
,

attend chaol from age'S.five through ten `was instituted, though .enforcement

was often'lax.::-Xn 1904 the requirement was changed to require attendance

through age twelve, and after the First World War, this was revised upward

to age fourteen. 'No additional changei occurred in the inter-war yeari, and

it was not until after'°the Second World War that the leaving age was raised

Direct coding of centralization of demand for education is not possible

from quantitative materials. Taking 'into account the facts that British

again to fifteen, and then to sixteen.

regulation occurred at the central government level, was established at

earlier dates, and generally covered a wider proportion of the population,

we have, on the'basis of reading from qualitative sources, coded concentration

along this.dimensiOn as being at the .8 to .9 leVel until'1930, and declining

somewhat thereafter, as increasingly'large proportions of students were in

school beyond the mandatOry leaving ages (and consequently by decentralized

choices) thereafter.

Process: Decisions about Curriculum and Teaching Technique

A,technically correct coding of the.c'oncentration of decision-making

,about curriculum decisions in British education does not tell the whole-
'

'story, In British education the content of curriculum has been a'.major

policy issue since at least 1830, and the balance of power among various.

interest groups in this area has displayed considerable change. ,In the



*ones of what proporton df decision-makers cOntrolwhat'proportidit.;,...

of curriculum decisions however, centralization has not been great. Most

important decisions, of this type have been and continue to be made at, the

'level of the individual school br local.edOcation authority. AS such, a

proper representation of the degree of concentration Would resemble that of

administrative decisions (next section). We have reduced these coefficients

somewhat to allow for the role of - ,individual schools rather than loCal

authorities making some curriculum decisions. The resulting series moves ip

a step -wise manner from about .4 at 1890 to Aboue.6 at 1970.

Compared to the.American systeleokAecidAng,curriculum matters, the

British system is highly concentrated - owing to the smaler number and

larger relative size of local government-administrative units. The British

systemhowever,.is even more centralized than these concentration coefficients

would suggest. Having its origins inthe nineteenth century, the central

government in Britain has exerted very strong influences over curriculum

indirectly, via its control over educational finance. Until 1902, grants

were paid to schools on the basis of the performance of students on central

government examinations;-thereafter, while block grants replaced "payment by

result", central government authorities have, suggested curriculum, and exerted

influences on the natuA of what is taught by their input into the Content of

the 11+ and school leaving-examinations.

This mechanism of exerting control over decisions indirectIY by means

of direct control over other decisions is a very importantaspects of all

control systems. In terms of our forMal coding, however, the decision-making

structure with regard to curriculum must be regarded as relatively decentralized.

The peculiarity of the British educational system in this regard points up an

important type of decision that has not been considered in this paper: the

control over information about. performance and evaluation.,
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"ZU:the-Unttad4Statesi - regulition oP ed
i
cationai demand changed in a

, .

ooth fashion, with an increasing number of states adopting mandatory
o..

,

drhO01,attendinCe regulations.. In the more centralized E4glish. and Welsh

ilystem,the regulation of demand changed Ina step-wise fashion, as tht
-.)....- , ,,- - . ., -: --

Oa' government has initiated periodic edIcational reforms.
i .

Process: EducationalAd4nistration

As inthiAMerican System-of educition:,'`4disions,about administrative-

matters'in British education are decentralized -- occurring at the level of

the school or local education authority. Beci4se each education authority(

is proportionally larger in Britain than in thenitedStates, the overall .-4

degreef concentration in such decisions is higher. While not immediately,

relevanttcrthe objeCtives of this paper, it is also very important to

recognize that the central government his a great deal more influence over

the decisions made by loca,1 authorities and private schools' in Britain than

in the United States. This influence is exerted by use of the funding weapon:
.

private schools"and local authority schools in Britain have long had to obey

increasingly 'detailed governmental regulations about administrative and

curriculum matters in order to qualify for central government funding.

For measurement purposes, we have regarded control over administrative .. t
decisions as directly proportional to the numbers of students under the,

governance of various..types of authorities.' In Table Twenty, we present

estimates on the numpers of students by type of governing authority in

primary andsecondar educttion in England and Wales.

Table Twenty About Here
it



England and Wales Education, Numbers of Primary and Secondary Students by Type of Governing Authority.,

(Special, technical; and evening education not included) . k
1

Wholly Direct.

Independent, Grant

Year Schools Schools

All
Controlled All

Efficient Voluntary Voluntary L.E.A.

Schools Schools Schools Schools

189P, 305,00 13,500 !,909,473 0 1,923,856 5,151,829

1900 329,639 4,666 3,043,006 0 2,662,669 6,039,980

1910, 350,000 (1) 22,500 2,552;988 0 3,653,344 6,578,832

11920 339,000 (1) 48,756 2,353,538 0 3,916,889 6,658,483'

1930 306,000
, (1) 82,108 2,021,178 0 3,922,303 6,338,289+

1938 300,000 (1) 100,350 1,746,067 0 3,811,421 5,951,838

1950 305,600 83,120 219,333 1,492,324 0 4,252,374 6,353,351

1960 202,521 108,663 293,954 1,009,183 543,524 5,371,574 7,529,419

1970 96,048 118,545 310,950 1,237,780 607,461 6,518,281 8,889,065

(1) Included with voluntary schools.



England and Wales Education. Condentration of
Administrative Decisions

Year Gini Coefficient

1890-91 .58

1900 -01 .59

1910-11 .75

1920-21 .72

1930-31 .74.

1998 ...76

1950-51 .73

1960-61 .80

1972 .82



4: ,x
In Table Twennipone, we present gini concentration coefficients for.

the distribution of students acrossadministratiVe'authorities. These data

reflect a relatively high concentration of control over adminiltration,witli

increases in the coefficients occurring at these times, when distinct-

reorganizations occurred in English and Welsh education.

Table Twenty-one About Here

Decisions About Consumer Prices

In a completely decentralized system the costs of education to the-

, ) .

consumer would be set by bargaining between individual' providers and individual
. _ .

..

conumers. Such an eddcational system has not been approximated in Britain

between 1890 and 1970. In a series of reforms.,(1870, 1902, several. acts in

the 1930s and 1940 decisions about the -consumer cost of education'at thgi.

primary and secondaTy level were increasingly centralized. The central govern-
.

?

ment has' increasingly provided larger proportions of the total - education at

I

mno direct cost. to the consumer (that,is, the costs'ate made indirect general

taxation). Two major changes of this type have occurred. The 1902 reform.

act ,was mosl dramatic in that it eliminated,school'#fees in primary education

in both board and'voluntary 'schools. 'Previous to this time, local authorities,

had set fees-in'bOard schools and voluntary schools were free to charge what

they wished. A series of,refonns in the 1930s, and the reform act of 1944

further centralized decfsion-making by making education in ditect grant

grammar schools 'free to the consumer (the state had earlier required that

some places in these .sChoolo'be made free as a condition of qualifying for
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England and Wales Education. Students Attending
Under Prices Set by Various Authorities'

Year Private Local Central

1890

1900

62.7%

55.9

37.32

44.1

0%

0

1910 5.7 0 94.3

1920 5.8 0 94.2

1930 6.1 0 93.9

1938 6.7 0 93.3

1950 -' 0 91.7

1960 6.6 0 ' 93.4
,4

1970 4. 0 95.4
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England and Wales Education. Concentration
of Decision-Making in Pricing

Year Gini Coefficient

1891 .29

1901 .32

1911 .94

1921 .94

1931 .94

1938 .93

1951 .92

1961 .93

1971 .95



state subsidy). However, throughOut the period, there'remained a sizable

fee-fot-service sector in education: the wholly independent and efficient

A somewhat crude way of indexing the .movement toward concentration in

decisions about consumer cost'is to count the numbers Of students attending-,

schools under consumer prices set at the various levels. As 'Table Twenty-two

demonstrates, the reform of 1902 was significant in than it placed consumer

costs under'the control of the central government. In the period since World

War II, th ( central government's decision to provide free direct grant secondary

education nd the decline of wholly independent schools has led to further

concentratio

Table Twenty-two About Here

By taking into consideration-the number of authorities making the pricing

decisions, we have computed the gini coefficients, which we present in Table

Twenty-Three.

Table Twenty-three About Here

British Education: Summary

Both in the level of centralization timing which the. centralizing process

occurred, British education has differed substantially from the American

\system. Despite numerous alterations in the content of the Btitish system,

k \

:t reform act of 1902 egtablished the basic pattern of system control. And

this has not changed substantially since that time. The American systbm, by

way of contrast, has undergone a continuous evolution in centralization

1.)



Figure.Four

Concentration of Decision-Making-in British Education

1L.



throughout the period betwedn 1890 and 1970. And the Second World.War,
0

the two systems have converged somewhat in structure.

In the English and Welsh Systems, input decisions are the most highly

concentrated, general decisions about the process of education are somewhat

less concentrated, and on-line work decisions (curiculum And teaching
,

method) are the least concentrated.

Figure 4. About,Here

The degree of concentration of various types of decisions in the American

system is rather different and does not display the same hierarchy of concen-.

tration among decision types. This fact, coupled with the higher overall

level of concentration of decision making in the British system,, suggest one

major source of differences in the performPnce of the two systems. Clearly

the American educational is less highly integrated, and on this basis.

alone, we would predict that the United States would have a slower diffusion

of educational innovations (Hollingsworth', Hage, and Hanneman, 1978) and less

equplization across classes and regions (Hollingsworth, forthcoming).

The Concentration of Decision-Making-in British Medical Care 1890-1970

'A more dramatic contrast between the structures of'decision-making in
1

medical care could hardly be found than between the United States and Britain

since the Second World War. One of the primary aspects of "socialized

mediyIne Britain can be defined by the high degree of concentration

of decision-making under the National Health Service. In many ways, however,

the apparently revolutionary reform of British medical care in 1948-49 is

only an acceleration and rationalization of pre-existing trends.



Inputs: Sources of Revenue

A large number of decision-making authoiities have over time played

some role in allocating funds to medical care. Central and local governments,

'public and private hospital authorities, public and private insurance

schemes, and individual physiCians have all had some degree of control over

the flaw of funds into medical care.

In Table Twenty-four, we, present the number of different types of

decision-making authorities in British health care. We show the numbe;47

physician's practices, with a division bdtween wholly private practice and

practices associated either with the. National Health Service or the earlier

National Health Insurance system. Private hospitals and private practice

in public hospitals did not disappear completely with the institution of the

National Health Service,as shown in Table Twenty-four, but such practices
tl

were reduced to a very small number. In the- period prior to the N.H.S., we

counted the number of local authority hospitals rather than the number of

local authorities. For the N.H.S. period, we count the counties and county

borough as administrative units rather than the eight regional hospital

authorities. Both of these choices are somewhat questio le, and bias

slightly the centralization coefficients in a downward direction.

Table Twerity-Your About Here

From Table'Twenty-four, we gain some notion of the administrative

revolution induced by the N.H.S. legislation. The numbers of physicians

relying on private practice declined very radically, and essentially all

hospitals, public and private, were absorbed into a central government

administration.

1

I



England and Wales Health. Numbers of Decision-Making Authorities

Year
Private
M.D.

tN.H.I.
or

N.H.S..
M.D.'

Private
HospitalS

Public
Hospitals

Local
Authorities

Central
Government Total

1901 19,091 0 572 371 14 20,181

1911 19,474 655 575 ,146 1 20,851

1921 15,460 4,0001 737 779 .146
i

1, 21,123

1931 15,075 8,087
1

921 1,285 146 , 1 25,515

1950. 1,714 19,000
2

146 1 1,861

1960 1,575 22,100
2

146 1 .1,722

1970 1,153 24,600
2

161 1 1,315

1
Independent for sources of revenue purposps.

2
Regarded as part of N.H.S. for sources of revenue purposes.



In contrast to the single dramatic change in the. number of administra-

tive-units brought about by the N.H.S., the provisi for financing British

medical care underwent a more gadual transitiem between 1890 and 1970. In

sable Twenty-five we present data showing the proportion of the total

medical expenditures inlEngland and Wales that-were, met by the activities

of private individuals and private insurance, public and private hospitals,

local governments, and the.central goVernment (including the N.H.S.).

Table Twenty-five About Here

The most notable features of-this table are the step-wise decline in

private financing of medical care, and the compensating increase at the

central government level. Also very important to the long-run transition in

control. over medical care financing is the nationalization of local government

and private hospitals under the National Health System. Broadly consistent

with our earlier discussion of the American medical system, the data in Tables

Twenty-four and Twenty-five expressed as concentration coefficients, which

are given in Table Twenty-six.

Table Twenty-six About Here'

From these coefficients, it is clear that the British.system has

displayed consistently greater concentration of decision making with regard

to medical care finance than has the United States. It is also clear from

that decision-structures in regard to finance have changed in a step-wise

4,!,Ishion in Britain, as,opposed to the more. gradual.evointion of the American

system.



England and Wales Health. Sources of Revenue (Percentages of Total)

Year
Private Indi iduals

Insuranceand Insuranc
Public & Private
Hospitals2

Local
3

Government.
Central
Government

1901 70.3% 26.1% 3.6% 0%

1911 68.7 25.6 5.7 0

1921 44.0 28.0 6.6 21.4 '

1931 40.1 32.3 3.4 24.2

1950 15.4 5.7 78.9

1960 17.0 6.4 76.7

1 70 16.7 5.6 77:8

1
Net of ,central government contributions to N.H.I.

2
S arting 1950, allocated to N.H.S. (central government

3
Net of central government subvention.
4
Includes subventions to local authorities and to private insurance. Beginning1950, includes N.H.S. non-fee receipts.
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England and Wales Healt.
.0.0rincentration of Revenue Decisions

Year Coeffidient

1901 .238

1911 .249

1921 .500

/931 .529

1950 .829

1960 .810

19 70 .806



Inputs: Control over-the Supply of Medical Protessionals
A

.In Table' twenty-seven, we present estimates of the employment location

of physicians in England and Wales, disaggregating the-total into office

'versus hospital - specials .practices andby.administrative.ausptces within

each category.

itt

Table Twenty-seven About. Here

11*

Even without any change in the administratihve structure of medical,'

'care, we would observe:some tendency towaidentialization result'ix1 from
,

the growth of hospital-base,praetice. When coupled with the changes in the
, ..

.

numbers of decision-making (eUthorities,It bedomek clear thattthe decisions

about thedconditions of practice of British'Ohysicianw'have become quite
}

,,,

centralized (See-TableeTt.yenty-eight }. ,

a

Table Twenty-eight About Here

Inputs: Decisions About AcgesS_

prom a general systems control perspective, thP.ebsence of highly

concentrated decision-making about' the demand, for medical care in Britain

seems an anomaly. In;Britlish medical care'since the Second World War there
4 ?"'"--?-

- 1/4.
,has been little 4 rt attempt to centralize decisions with regard to who may

.

receive how' much 'health Are; other than to tnsist that 4veryorimohas a
, ' /

right to riedical care: As in the United States; the decisions about the, .

demand formedical, 6Ore has-been left highly decentralized and such control
7'. 4 .'

1

arliexists over the demand for health care'is.exerted i irectly, via
.

.
, . . _,, , .

,:'manipulating the,Supply. of health care revenge, and professional,-staff

..
-0

available and the.pricescharged:.to consumers. . 4



4 V

Edsfind and Wales Health, Employment of. Physicians by Sector.

Year

Office Practice 'Local Authorities
4

NM. Local

or Authority

Wholly U.S.' Total and

Private Affiliate Office Doctors Private

Hospital and Specialist PractiCe

AU'

Priv.,& Hasp

N.M. Private
. and 14'

HoSpitals Consult Spec.''

16,307 0

19,091 0

19, 471 0

16,307 c, 50 1,919

19,091 100 12, 372

19,474 200 ,530

1921,. 15,460. 4,000 .19,460 300 2,694'

',.

19 31 15,075 8 087 23,162 425 3,370

1938' 1,800 16,200 18,000 '450 , 2,950

19 51 1,714 19,000 20,714 '1,300 ....
,

. ,

\

4

1961 4575 22,100 23,675 1,300 ....._

1971 1,153 24,600 25,753 1,300 ....

Est.

Total Active

M.D.8

,

0

0

0..

01111. 1,919

2;372

0 .... 2,694

0 ...... 3,370

'0
YIN 10 2,950

ti

12,000 2,399 14,30

,16,500, 3,141 19,641

25,500 5,077 30,577

2,5'3(

41276

\4

21,563

22,004

22,454

26,956

21,400

36,413

44,616

57,630
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England and Wales Health. 'Concentration
of Decisionti.

A

tear Gini Coefficient 1

1891

1901

1911

id.921

. 1931

19 38

1951

1961

.07

'805

.04

.03

.04'

.08

.84

.89

1971 .89

1For 1891 through 1938 all'office
-

practites are regarded as'seaprate
authorities. Under the N.H.S. all
private physicians ar' regarded'as
separate authorities and all employees
of the W.H.S.--whether in hopsital Or
general practice- -axe allocated to 7

central government. e

s-

81.

4



82.

Similar to the'AMC;ican system, patients are relatively free tb

choose whether or not they will be treated, to what extent, and by whom.'
.

`Given this reality, the construction of an index of concentration decisio

making about the ,demand for health services would show very rOW.Value

.through the time period.

Process: Decisions about Treatments

,

10

As with American.medical c re, there is little cditentration in decision-

making about the actual courses 5 medical care treatment. Such decisions,...
l' ,

. are made by individual providers df treatment on an individual basiS--that is.

the state does-nbt attempt to dictate the appropriate course of treatment for

appendicitis, bronchitis, cancer, etc..

The.absence.of a formally concentrated decisionmakihg structure with
4

regard to such decisions does not; of course, tell the whole story. Strong-

influences do operate on the individual, practitioner by medical associations,

treatment review committees in hospitals, sources of payarilt for medical'

care, alfid the like. In"terms of the formal concentration of decision-making

0

as treated in this paper, haever, treatment decisions in British medical care

are coded as highly decentralized.

,process :, Administration

In,contrast to the lack of,centralization about professionalidecisions

over the medical care treatment process, administrative aspects of the- I
treatment process in Britain have undergone a steady evolution toward greater

concentration. From 1890 to 1970, decisions about the *umber of patients per

phyikcian and the physical, facilities per-patient have increasingly been.the

subjects of colldctive decision,makIngl In the period before 1911 contractual
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83.
.se

arrangeMenti between'frieddly 'societies amt individual practitioners acted,

to collectiviie'such decisions. 'Un
r
r the,National Health Insurance System,-

'individual practi.tioner's control over such administrative matters were

further eroded by the Institution o "panel practice" in which the patient

load and other administrative' matter were an explicit part of the contractual

arrangements between providers.and approved societies. And under the National

'
A

Health Service,, virtually all administrative matters with regard to treatment,

both in hospital service and office practice, have become Matters of central

government pOlicy.

One way of quantifying this dimension is to examine the distribution of

patient treatments delivered under administrative rules set by private

practitioners, private hospitals, local and centll'authoritieS.' In Table

Twenty -nine, we present estimates of this type.

Table Twenty-nine About Hare

As in the United States, office based practice is the predominant

feature of the medical care-system throughout the,period, with hospital

based practice making large advances mostly since-the Second World War. In

Table Thirty,-we present estimates for the degree of, concentration in admin-

istrative decision-making in medical care by calculating the distribution of

treatments across the numbers ofsauthorities responsible for administrative

control.

Table

/

Thirty About He

Y
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England and Wales Health. Treatments by.Administrative Authority
(in thousands of treatments)

Year
Physician's
Office practice

Private
Hospitals

Public

Hospitals Total

1891

1901

1911

1921

1931

1951

1961

1971

43,505 `1

65,0561.
1

90,175
.

113,661
1
.

127,846
1

188,1592

225,915
2

255,000
2

3,355

4,815

6,276

7,784

11,177

50

W
115 .

1,368

2,151

2,936

2,983

4,503

29,586

33,852

40,221..

48,228

72,022

99,387

124,428

143,526

217,795

259,851

295,336
l

1
Some prbportion of these treatments occurred under administratie.

arrangemeAts fixe by friendly societies and (after 1911) friendly
societies and approved (N.H.I.) societies.
2
It is estimate- that 5% of these treatments were outside-the N.H.S.
and conseqmentl a ated as not concentrated. The remainder aw
regarded as being unde central government.administrative authority.
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(
) En landland Wales Health. Concentration
of Administiative Decision

Year Gini Coefficient

1901* .048 (.05)

1911* .033 .1(.08).

1921* .014 '(.10)

1931* .014 (.20)

19 38* (40)

1050 .957 34 's

1960 .956

1970 .956

*Alternative estimdes for 1901-1938 are
in parentheses. These estimates attempt
to give some impression of-the centralizing
impact of friendly society contractual
arrangements (1901-1911) and later "panel
practice" under pm,I. Under N.H.I. of
physicians in office practice, roughly
4,000 of 19,500 were in panel practice at
1920, 8,000 of 24,000 at 110, and 16,000
of 24,000 by 1938.

s,

a

4,
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1Thetegree of concentrat on in administrative decisions in medical care

in Britain in the period prior to tl:e National Health InsuranCe system was

probably only slightly greater than that in the United-States at the same

period of time.- In the intgrwar years the rapid growth of panel praCtice

under the National Health Insurance led to a rather rapid movement away from

physician autonomy, a trend that was carried to its conclusion under the

National Health Service.

(-44.Decisions-atbut Prices

AS one of the most important mechanisms for coordinating the inputs. and
1 .

.

treatment processes in health, control over the pricing system represents

a potentially 'powerful means of system control. In Britain there, has been

a trend toward greater concentration in. decision - making about pries over

the entire period 1890 to 1970.

.
Even ithe earliet, years of the period, prices were not set in a wholly

i-

uAOncentra nner (ach provider setting his/her own prices). Consid-
';PI

erable portion*iof the financial flows in medical care were the direct
*---d_A

responsibility of 1064 governments who set fees in the public hospital system.

Even in the private sector, treatment occuring in hospitals occurred at

prices set by .hospital boards of governors, and not individual providers.

In addition, some portion of medical care expenditures in the years prior

to the National.Health.Insurance were set by negotiations between groups

of providers and'the Friendly Societies, resulting in some) degree of concen-

tration of control over pricing (the activity of Friendly Society fixed

price hemes are not reflected in our data for 1901 and 1911).
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MP

Under the National Health Insurance.System a much broader Concentration

of price decisions occurred'as the central government.regulated and' essentially,

fixed medical care prices for the increasingly large portion of the.population

who were affiliated with the approved societies. In contrast to the American

system, each increase in governmental subsidies to medical care also carried.

with'them explicit controls over the pricing of Services-in the N.H.I. period.

The instituItion of the National Health Service in 1948-49 carried the .

concentration of decision-making about prices to its .conclusion as almost all

-prices over physician and hospital services were determined at the central

government' level. These trends maybe represented by tracing the proportions

of all money flows.in medical care that occurred under prices set by prqviders, s.

'local governme9t agencies, and central government agencies (Table 51) and

distributing theSe pricing; decisions across the number of decision-making,

authorities of each type (Table 32).

Tables 31 and 32 About Here

A
a 4

- From these tables it is quite clear tl,pricing decisions have followed

a course.of concentration b consistsnt with those of-most qther, key

aspects' of the medical care system. 'Perhaps more clearly than wii any other

we

0

Igu
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England and Wales Health. Pertentages of Expenditure at rricesSet by Variods Authorities

10
At Prices Fixed

' Local Central
Privatelyi povernment .Authorities2

1901

1911

1921

1931

1950;

1960

19 70

75%

73

46

11°.

:5

4

3 -
.

25%

27

.

38

34

0

0 :

.

0

0%.

0

16

18-

. 95

96

97

4

0

11901-1931 includes private out-of-pocket, private insurance, voluntary
hospitals.
2
1921-1931 includes N.H.I.

4

ti
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England and Wales-Health. concentration
of Pricing Decisions

.

. Year GiniCoefficient,

1901

1911

19 21

1931

1950

1960:

. 19 70

.237

.242

;.509

.478

.950

.960

.970

89;
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important type of dTecision,.the history of, concentration of decision4aking
4, 1

about medical care-pricing.deinatcates. the transition,of the British medical

Ant to a "command economy."
4--

economy"care system from a xe4

.

,Cncentration of Decision- Making in British Medical Care: A Summary

Britiih medical are shafes witlthe other systems exasined in this

Paper'a general evolution toward greater concentration in deci on-making

over time. In comparison with the other systems, it shows tne tendency toward
3

concentration to be highly advanced. The British medical care system also

dieOlays'furth er variations. in control structure; that ie,"in the British

medical care; ,system, the degrees to which the several critical:types of

decisions have become subject to concentration differs from other syatem.

Figure 5 About Here

As noted previously, control over finances appears to be the dimension

of system control that changes first, and.usually to the greatesN'degree.

Coprol over the knowledge, factors of production and general administration
-

seems to follow sources efrevenue concentration in British medical -care and:,

.. fin the other syste However, not all critical decisiOns'in the system have

,: become subject to 'highly centralized decision-msking, Most notably, demand

and-aCcess deciSions and decisions about the technical aspects of the treatment.

process have remained formally unconcentrated.
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Figure Five
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SUMMARY

The primary- purpose of this paper has been to move toward a more

adequste representation, both conceptually and: operationally, of the variable
.

.

. ."

, - .

"centralization"And to provide empirical.9camples with medical and edudation

policies in the United States and Great Britain. The several sections of

this paper have focused on previous uses of the concept, generalizations

about the causes and consequences of centralization,- areformulation of 'the

concept, problems in the operationalizk concept, anl the empirical

examples.
0

Our scholarship has used "centralization" as both an ihdependent and

dependent variable and at several levels of analysis--e.g. total societies,

political systems, complex organizations. The conceit may be used to'identify

how critical decisions are made: whether/bymany. r few dectsion-makers,and
..

whether the decision-makers are governmental or pr vate sector actions. Our

scholarly literature contains various indicatorsfor measuring centralization.

Some scholars, use the ratio of governmental expenditures to gross nagional

produot to describe the degree of centralization in entire nation states.

Other-have used qualitative descriptive terms "federalist", "corporatist",

and "democratic" for the same purpose.

'While the conceptual frameworks underlying the various operational

definitions

most of the

for'purposes

of centralization are often implicit in the literature, we find

empirical approaches for analyzing centralization to be inadequate.

of studying policy formation and policy implementation. At

this stage of scholarship, We need a clear conceptual framework for the study

Of centralization, as well as empirical measures that are derived directly-

from it. We need measurement that captures the decision-Making processes



that pre, the general referent of the concept and that allow for empirical

expiorations both across'systemsvand across time.

We have defiWed centralization as the degree of concentration in tUp
,

distribution of decisions across different decisiOn-makers-Le what proportion

of,decisions of agiven type are controlled by what propOrtion of decision-

makers. Our definition is purely structural, and deliberately excludes such
)

considerations as to what kind of interests are represented in a given

)

:....,'

decision, and the reasonsfor a particula decision is being made. That is,

we, view centralization as refering to the form (not informal) integration

of systems by means Of direct control. We believe that it is useful to sever

this dimension from questions pertaining to the goals of decision-makers, to

the informal influences.on them, and to the degree of participation in

decision-making. We believe that our cont tualization of centralization
/

',has potential fOr helping us to Underste50 system performance. Once we

understand centralization within this context, we can also better why elision

makers' goals are implemented or not, why systems haVeettained thei I level,
4

of integration, and'have their level of participation.

Adopting our definition. Of centralization requires that types of

decisions be identified and that the degree of control over each type of

1 decision be measured We have chosen to adopt a systems and cybernetic

paradigm to ground theoretically the choice of decisions and decision-makers,

though the empirical approaches suggested are equally applicable if one

chooses to see policy formation and implementation in terms of contingency

theory. Our apprbaCh leads us to identify teveral types of critical

decisions in systems. Cqntrol over each type of decision'represents a

source of control over the performance of the entire system.



, .

.Three.types of decisions ar,importanttol$Ist6Ar"c--- ,

;:nce: acquiring
,

,

.

JPlsources-from the, environment, controlling, the production process, and

1

:controlling the information flows that coordinate system input,s,',production
,.

,
.

1

,processes, and outputs. For empiricalPpurpoSes, we distinguish further
,,.

among three'types.of input decisions and two' types of production "'decisions.

We identify decision makers that have discretionary control over the
..,

acquisition of a systemAnput, have control over production procoasis, or
l',

,
.

control'information about the systems fUnctioning. We measure the',concentra7

ti

0 .

'tion of control (centralization) with regard to a given type of decision by,.

calCulating the gini concentrationcoefficient of the 'joint cumulative frequency

distribution of flaws of a given decision type (inputs, processeSi'or information)

across the authorities making decisions of a given.type.
O

We, have offered four examples of the operationalization of this approach

to centralization. They deal with five decision types in each of American
,

'and British "cation And Medical delivery systems ,between 1890 aid 1970.

In working th eugh the various examples, a number of descriptive conclusions

are reached with regard to the causes, and consequences of.dhangesin the

conceh

\
Ation.of decision - making, And importantdifferences between the four ,

examples and across time are uncovereL These descriptive.findings are

discussed in the following section:

CONCLUSIONS

4

The. Concentration of DecisiOn-Making in Medical,Care and Education in Britain
, and the United States ,

In 'each-of the four systems considered here there have been notable

, tendencies toward increasing concentration of.deCision-making between 1,890 0

and 1970. That is', larger andlarger proportions of alrtain-,criticardecisions
.kz

..
I,

..,

have come to be.ade by shaller and. smaller proportions of authorities.
. .

.

..9

Thus



tt appears that, in the run of,AnHOO: year period, the increasing complexity

and size ef medical. addedUCationdeliverysystems halle not, led to the de=

1

;concentration of ',formal deciaionemaking structures posited,oy some complex

organization theorists. Arguments that advances in technology and increases

in the economies of scale necessarily gene centralization over time aid°

seem unable to explain(why systems perforr n e same function in different
;

nations display different levels of cents i on: Thus it-appears that

none of our existing theories. of the causes of centralization are wholly

adequate... 1
Perhaps more interesting than the general tendency toward greater,',

.

concentration in decision-making are major differences in centralization
J.

9
in specific countries and in specific delivery systems. The very existence

7

,
of such differences points up the inadequacy of such global measures of

centralization as government expenditure as a' ratio to G.N.P.. Both British,{

delivery systems considered here tend to have higher levels of concentration

of decision-making than the American systems. 56me part of this result is

Simply a fuiiiction of the relative size of the two nations coupled with

technological:limits on the span of control; because the United totes is

larger than Britain, larger numbers of local administrative units would exist

in the United States.,even if the division of authority on a particular type

of decision between local and central govermIkents were equal. However,.the

higher
s,
level of centralilation in' Britain cannot be attributedrwIlly to. the'

fact that it is.aomailet cout*ry. It is :clear that the 'e are pe sistent

differences between the structure of policy formation nd ample ntation,in
.

the two nations that reflect-dynamics other than siz and technolog

100
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.

.

In theAJnited.States the Structure bf decisionTmakingjn 'education,
J

nda-t0;be,morehighlycnncentrated than in health. In Britain,, the

,,o posileVah:thelCaSe by 1:976.A FurtherMore,'. the four systemsconsidered,
1

, !,
. t

play quite,differentytime paths in their progress toward their 1970
. .

.

ela. Thee differences point,.upthe iMportance nf framing policy. formation

. and implementation studies at levels more narraw.than the nation- state.
..1 .

Indeed, there appear to be important system specific, variation that cannot

14"explainai by general dif%erences between nations or by general differences'

'between types of deliVer systems.

In addition to differences,in'the overall\level of concentration of',

decision- making in,edueatidn tendsjto be.4dore highly concentrayed than in

health. In-Britain, the opposite was the case by FUrtbermore, the

four systems considered' display quite different time paths in. their progress

toward their 1970 levels. These difference's poi up the importance of gaming

policy formation' and implementation studiesAt, yelp moreArarravilthan the

nation-state. Indeed, there appear to be ir1410

that cannot, be ex lained by generial differences tween nations or by general

differences be en types of. delivery syStems

In adaitIon to differences in'the overall Level of concentration of

systeM specific variation

decision- making across the four sys ems the systems differ in what might be

called the "mndes.,Of control.' at is, the different systems display

, .

different-mixes of concentrations across the types of decisions. In three
4

_

of the four systems (American medical' care being the exception), there 'has been
s

.

a tendency .49Ar some concentration of each type' of d4ciaion to occur (inpUts,
-

, ,
1)'

proCesses1 and information). That Isr-is,. degree of concentrated control
. . .

i,.. , . - -

h

.

1as occurred in each
\part of the 'system.c In American.medical. care, there

1 ,



has been

4
-

e tendency tawad increasing concentration'' 44-U.

tion .10,t,Lo .tendency toward,inCregaingOontrol:Overthe production piO,Cess.

1 , . .

l'. '

ditfereneea.thay not' indicate anabsente oleffeCtive centraliZed colibl

,. ,

.

e SyStem ), but may be'useful irrprfdictinertain types of performances.
.

.,,".
. .

.

. 1.

- ,

In this particUlar instance,,the absence of centralized control over the
. ,

administrative an4treatment. processes of-American medical care may be one
. . .. 1

Cause of the, bias.An American medicine to emphasize highly intensive care of

.
. f

a few individuals at the expense of(less empha4is on preventive medicine and

assodipted social OerviceS.
.,.

,A (

The disaggregation of centralization-into multiple.dimensions.representing

different types of critical decisions
,

enables.us to .;gee a "natural history" of

Concentration in decision-makfng. In the fpur systems, there is a Immon
: .

,

tefidenbyfor resource" allocation,decisio4. and pricing decisions to become

more ;concentrated and :concentrated at an earlier point in time than other

decisions. This has, generally been followed, by' increasing control ovex the

dmidiatrativi'aSPeCta of the produCtionprocess (except in-:American medical

care); and control over ,the appointment of professional staff. In the sYtem

considered here there 1-its been a tendency, stronger inmedical care than in

education, to leave the litchnical:aspects of treatment in the handsof
1.

individual practitioners. Similarly% there has ,been a tendency in these two

nationg toavoid-direct controls oVer,:accessN, other than tht COmpu. sory, A

education movements in both nations.
f

The Concentration of Decision - Making as a Dimension in the Study of Social Policy

We"haveigned this paper to deal with a number of4conceptual and

measurement. t-asues. We have said little abaut how our'. approach to centralization

can be useful in the study of social policy. Nor have we presented any

.

,

, tests of hypotheses about either the cause or consequences of centralization.

V
4".
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While the utilit§'Of the current approach to centralization cannot be
4

irecily'demOnstrated here due to space limitations, we do suggiis, some

advantages of "Our approach. ,

In the comparative study of social policy there
r-,

questions. How ialpolicy formulated? And, what ar the consequences of

,policy? Various writers;hav8 suggested that centralization is an important

are two basic sets of

variable in understanding both ofthese questions.

k

The role of centralization in policy formation-is to strudture the
re

_representation of interests. Where policy is formulated by a single central*

thority as opposed to many local authorities'different farm; of interest,

gr organizSlion are necessary for effective representation. Whether

decis are 'e,in a single location or many different locations may also

play some role in the relevance of-the power 'resources 'available to different

,groups to effective representation.. Thus, the large blocks of votes avilable,

to the Democratic Party in,thd United States do not, at, least in the short

rut!, hame. much relevance to policy.formation in medical care, as mosecritfcal

o.

decisions are'not,dhde by governmental authorities. In Britain, by way of

contrast, a large vote-for-the Labour Party may indeed be directly translated

into-changes in medical care policy (albeit, the mechanisms arq(still rather

indirect).

Because there are differences between nations (and WithininatiOns

betWeen delivery systeMs),Hthere are several advantages to our approach to

the study of centralization. Our data indicate that there is variation in

the degree of-centralization in decision-makirg with regard to different

policy areas and to different time points.' Thds any single measure of

centralization (such as government expenditures as a ratio to.G.N,P.) cannot

explain differences in the biases of policy Across policy areas. Even if

1 o t)



analysis is focus d on a single policy area, differences in the atructure

of decision-making across critical.types of decisions argue against the use

of a global indic tor. The current approach also leads to greater insights

about the.structu g of interest group representation in policy formation

than categorical characterizations of a policy area'as having "democratic"

or "corporatist" decisiAcMaking.' Decisions about different parts of a system

may, .as we have-demonstrated, display variability in Structures.4y examining

several critical types of decisions within a system we aredable to disentangle

which decisions are broadly representative of interests and which have very

restricted interests.

ihe wealth of e criptive detail)about decision-making structures

available'from the current approach to centralization.may be of some interest

in itself, but the real proof of the pudding is in the eating. Does the

rather complex view of centralization proposed here give us more systematic

insights into policy outcomes and system performances than do some of our

i

existing approaches?

The primary purpose of our approach has been to demonstrate- that theN.
degree Of concentration ih decision - making may vary across time, nations,

system types, and even types of dedisions within a given system. ) Is there

any reason to believe that such variation is a cause of variation in system

performances and policy outcomes?

We believe that differences across types of decisions in the degree of

centralitation may be very important for predicting specific system performances.'

For ex ple,.central nment control over pricing and professional hiring

may be irectly relevant to the degree of equality in the geographical and

social distributiOn of health services, while alarge central, governmenrole



in,the fiance of the systed-may. be irrelevant. David MechaniC (1977) has-

IL..
suggested ths.the combination of highly cenrialized decision-making about

1
sources of revenue in medical care coupled-with the absence of'price control

may be of great importance in explaining the cost performance of.medi.cal.

care. We have suggested elsewhere that various aspects of centralization

may predict differences in .the.epeed withwhich medical innovations are

adopted and diffus (tiollingSworth, et al., 1978a) and the cost effectiveness

of medical care delivery systems (Hollingsworth, et al., 1978b). Differences

of this type cannot be predicted by any Ong16 global measure of,centraliza on

choracterizing an entire system. Cgtegorialcmea,Sures of the degree of

concentration in decision-Making are able to draw such distinctions, but have

little empirical rigor. Hopefully, this paper moves us somewhat closer

th 'goal of being more able to measure the impact of centralizatiOn on system

VerforMance.
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